TetraMin alone offers enough nutritional variety

that’s what makes a fish’s life worth living.

TetraMin is more than a delicacy for your fish. TetraMin provides a greater nutritional variety than can be found in Nature itself. Additionally, TetraMin is produced from more than 40 pure natural raw materials, a situation which never occurs in such abundance in the different natural habitats of ornamental fish.

For this reason therefore, TetraMin was created in order to feed all ornamental fish and to enable successful breeding in the majority of these species. With daily TetraMin you can offer your fish the variety of foods that they need. Even after the 10,000th feeding fish will eat TetraMin as readily as on the first day. That is TetraMin’s principal advantage. Your fish need nothing else, nothing better can be given.

TetraMin means longer life for your fish
Comments and Quotes

Imported Fishes

AFTER reading our Comments on the future of fish importations a leading fish importer, who also perhaps has the longest experience of the trade of anyone in this country, telephoned PFM’s office to give his concurrence with our appraisal of the likely future of imports. Our Comments had dealt with the aspects of conservation (one importer agreed that control of importations must come and said that after a possible initial period of some disruption he foresaw a healthier trade as a result) and the spread of disease by imported stock (our importer agreed that present imports are showing more diseases that are ‘new’ and incurable, which is leading to wastage of specimens, wastage of importers’ time and facilities and adding to costs). Our importer stressed also that the likelihood of greatly increased costs of importations in the future is another factor that is going to make the home-produced aquarium fish an increasingly attractive proposition. Costs are rising not only through rises in freightage charges, but because of unfavourable and unstable currency exchange rates (imports are invoiced in dollars). In fact, the situation is rapidly approaching where, given properly operating hatcheries in this country, for a good number of aquarium specimens it will no longer be economically worthwhile trying to import. Home-produced specimens free from serious disease will undoubtedly be a much better proposition for dealer and customer alike, and although it is possible that fish importers will have to turn to fish production to stay in business there is going to be—as we’ve said before and are going to say again and again until we are sure that the message is getting across and the hobby is fully prepared for when the crunch comes—a very useful place for the enthusiast who can breed one, two or three species in regular quantities for disposal through the trade. It may not have been economically worth it for the amateur to involve himself in this way in the past; in the future it will be both financially rewarding and a valuable contribution to the furtherance of the hobby.

Sun Heat is Free

NOT altogether dissociated from the thoughts of the above Comments, we like the idea of saving on fuel costs for fish houses through the use of solar energy. Not workable in our cold climate? Don’t believe it. Experts say that fuel costs for house heating in this country can be cut by up to two-thirds by installation of heat absorbers to utilise the annual 1200 - 1600 hours of sun’s energy. These units are going to be available much more cheaply in the near future too, and, to quote from the scientific times: ‘we predict they’ll be as common as TV aerials before too long’.

Marines and Cyanide

THE appearance of ‘A Review of Evidence Relating to the Use and Effects of Sodium Cyanide and other Methods Commercially Employed in Coralfish Collecting’ is a matter for congratulation of the British Marine Aquarist Association and in particular its officers Mr P. J. Ireland and Mr G. C. Robertson. The review marshals facts and opinions in a competently impartial fashion and
although (in the 'cyanide controversy', at least) it can be regretted that there are too many opinions and anecdotes and not enough assessable facts for a conclusive appraisal the investigators can hardly be criticised for shortage of 'evidence'. Biologists with the laboratory facilities to test the question of whether short-acting toxic action of cyanide can leave permanent damage appear to differ in their findings, although here the two U.K. sources quoted do not mention having done experimental tests whereas a U.S.A. report ('perhaps the only definite research so far carried out') was concerned with experimental findings and found it 'proved beyond a doubt that sodium cyanide used in sufficient quantities to tranquillise fish is very detrimental to them'. It is also unfortunate that in various comments made on the known mechanism of action of cyanide the fact appears to be missed that recovery of overall respiratory activity in an animal after cyanide poisoning does not mean that all cell populations of the animal's body will be left intact and functioning, since the respiratory mechanisms that can be affected occur throughout the tissues and not merely in blood and gills. To talk of the action of cyanide as anaesthesia or tranquillisation is very misleading: call the state it produces anaoxia (deprivation of oxygen) or suffocation, and the implications, we submit, are much more obviouis.

The Aquarium Show '74

THE Federation of British Aquatic Societies, who are presenting The Aquarium Show '74, with the sponsorship of this magazine, are making every effort this year to involve as many of their affiliated societies as possible in this, the seventh annual London Show, to be held on 25th - 27th October at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, Vincent Square, S.W.1. The always popular tableaux competition will be held again, with certain changes in the rules (given elsewhere in this issue of PFM), a furnished aquarium and aquascape competition is also being staged with sections open to individuals and to clubs and, for the first time at The Aquarium Show, as well as coldwater and tropical fishes, water plants can be entered for judging on the competitive benches. Specialist society displays are being included and it is hoped that as well as manufacturer's exhibits there will be trade stands with fishes for sale. There are three main ways in which societies are being encouraged to help and further the Federation's Show: by participating as exhibitors (this is perhaps the way a society can itself gain most from the Show), by attending the Show (party tickets are cheaper) and by helping to publicise the Show in their own areas.

LETTERS

Spread of Disease

I WAS very interested to read your editorial 'Comment in this month's issue of PFM 'Look to the Future'. In April of this year I made a strong protest to the publishers of ANGLING TIMES, which they were good enough to print (an issue had contained an article, with pictures, of Midland anglers bating for pike with dead koi obtained cheaply at local aquarists' suppliers). It was pointed out that this practice was highly irresponsible. For the dealers to sell their dead koi to anglers for use in local waters was deplorable and to me the quickest way of making any imported diseases endemic. Both aquarists and anglers should be more thoughtful of the end results of careless actions.

MRS H. ALLEN
General secretary,
The British Koi-Keepers' Society

Future Fish Stocks

THERE has, over the past few months, been a great deal of talk concerning the probability of tropical fish becoming more expensive and less readily available due to difficulties in their importation. It has also been suggested that this will be of obvious benefit by providing ready outlets to individual breeders in this country and that these breeders should sell only to recognised retailers and not direct to private aquarists.

It seems that the shops can't lose. For many years now there has been a steady increase in demand for tropical fish and importation has been relatively easy. This has meant that, in this area at least, aquatic dealers have not been interested in buying stock from individual breeders with the result that he has to sell to the public direct, usually through aquarist societies, or else use his hard-won offspring for food for his other fish. Now that importation is going to become less viable it seems that the dealers may shortly wish to change their policy.

Whilst everybody recognises that shops play a major role in the hobby, breeders could be excused for thinking that they should continue to sell direct.

Your comments and views on all topics of interest to aquarists are welcomed. Address letters to PFM Letters, 554 Garratt Lane, London SW17 0NY

Continued on page 113
Make the diet balanced and varied.

Fish are quite human in one respect. They do like a varied diet. But it must be a balanced one.

The best way to make sure they get it is to give them the best food you can. And that means Phillips Fish Foods — the result of scientific research and comprehensive trials in experimental aquaria.

Leading aquarists and fish breeders know this. And they vary the diet with Phillips Flaked Fish Foods, Phillips Maxiflakes and Phillips Multifreeze.

Make sure your fish get these nourishing foods.

**Phillips Flaked Fish Foods**
- A nutritious high-protein food containing liver, fish and meat meals, insects, crustaceans, vegetable matter, brewers' yeast, milk powder and cod liver oil. Rich in vitamins and minerals 46% protein. Drum 144p, 1 oz. 28p, 4 oz. 88p, 20 oz. £2.30.

**Phillips Maxiflakes**
- Larger flakes for feeding the larger tropical fish, 1 oz. 38p, 14 oz. £1.98.

**Phillips Multifreeze**
- A 100% freeze-dried blend of seven nourishing foods for tropicals and marine. Drum 33p.

**Phillips Fish Foods** — the best that cost less.

PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LIMITED, PARK ROYAL ROAD, LONDON NW10 7JX.

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
MACLENZE

LIVE FOOD CLEANER

AND GENERAL AQUARIUM ANTISEPTIC

24p and £1.20

plus V.A.T.

From all good Pet and Aquarium Shops

Distributed by

NAPIER DISTRIBUTORS

NAPIER HOUSE
LOUCHES LANE
NAPHLILL
HIGH WYCOMBE, Bucks.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Still Using Carbon?

The critics don't know about 'Filtresine' - the new treatment filter media for fresh and sea water.

**Filtresine**

- Higher your fish.
- Thorough filtration with an active life of over 3 months.
- All organic refuse neutralised faster and better than by active carbon.
- Simplified in., increased oxygenation.
- Absorption of nitrites, ammonia and small molecule organic action.
- Algae inhibited, sugars assimilated.
- No interference with flora: a better all-round environment.

**Sole U.K. Distributors**

**John Allan Aquariums Limited**

Eastern Industrial Estate
Eastern Way
Bury St. Edmunds
Suffolk

Retail Price

£1.20

inc. vat.

Telephone Bury St. Edmunds (0284) 5051-2-3

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
PROMIN
HIGH PROTEIN GRANULATED FISH FOOD
58% PROTEIN
STANDARD SIZE 40p
ECONOMY SIZE 74p
BREEDERS’ PACK £3.20

ALL SUPPLIED IN THREE GRADES:
FINE—Ideal for fry and small species.
MEDIUM—For general community fishes.
COARSE—Suitable for large cichlids and barbs, etc.

PROMIN
FREEZE-DRIED FOODS
BETTER VALUE FOR YOUR MONEY

★ TUBIFEX WORM 10 grams rec. retail 40p Ideal for all fish.
★ DAPHNIA 14.5 grams rec. retail 40p Surface feeders love it.
★ SMALL SHRIMP 18 grams rec. retail 48p Excellent for difficult feeders.
★ FAIRY SHRIMP 18 grams rec. retail 48p Large Marines and Freshwater fish gobble them up.
★ BRINE SHRIMP 14.5 grams rec. retail 48p A must for all Marine and Freshwater fish.

ONLY THE BEST IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR PROMIN

TRADE ENQUIRIES ONLY TO:
PROMIN LTD., MANOR LANE, HOLMES CHAPEL, CHESHIRE CW4 8AB

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
"You are looking at the finest filter in the world"

DIATOM FILTER

★ Positively Does not Change pH or Water Chemistry
★ Fresh or Salt Water
★ 150 Gallon Per Hour

Rec. Retail Price
£24.15 incl. VAT
Additional charge 55p postage and packing

Filter material and all parts readily available in U.K.
Write for up-to-date list of aquatic wholesalers who carry the DIATOM FILTER

Reverse-Flow Undergravel Filter

We reverse the process ... we want waste matter BENEATH the filter, NOT ON TOP. Keeps gravel clean and water clear.

NOTE: Test indicates that 50% BOTTOM COVERAGE with a Reverse Flow actually out-performs conventionals with full bottom coverage.

D 2-10: Total Filtering Area 9½ in. x 19½ in. — £1.80
D 2-15: Total Filtering Area 11½ in. x 23½ in. — £1.92
D 2-20: Total Filtering Area 11½ in. x 29 in. — £2.05

Prices are subject to Postage and VAT.

For best results allow 15-30 days for proper bacteria bed to form.

43 WHITE HART LANE, LONDON, SW13

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
Unbeatable value

GUSSIE AQUARIUM AIR PUMPS

These highly-efficient pumps are quiet, powerful, durable and economical and, in the opinions of many users, better than other pumps which are more expensive – another example of the Gussie brand value for money. Single or twin; both versions are 'trembler' pumps with long-lasting moulded diaphragms. Your fish will be safe with Gussie Aquarium Air Pumps.

Twin-Pump, with two diaphragms and two outlets.

Single version

Spare diaphragm kits available.

Ask at your usual retailer

ARMITAGE BROS. LTD. ARMITAGE HOUSE, COLWICK, NOTTINGHAM NG4 2BA

LET GUSSIE CARE FOR YOUR FISH

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
LETTERS
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and let the dealers look after themselves; their problems will have been self-inflicted. It is also probable that breeders are getting better prices for their fish by selling privately. Unfortunately, whilst this situation would benefit clubs and club members in the short term (they would know best who was selling what) the long-term effect on the hobby as a whole would be devastating.

It is to be hoped that this is only a local problem, but if it is a widespread problem then I think the time has come for retailers to take a look at themselves and think to the future. If they refuse to buy the young now they must not be surprised if the opportunity is with-held later.

GRAHAM R. HALL
Secretary, Abingdon Aquarist Society

Barry AS Trophies

FOR the past few years Barry Aquarist Society has not held an Open Show. We are now under new management with a forward-thinking viewpoint and with the help of your column we would like to appeal to anybody holding any of the Society's trophies to return them, or to anyone with knowledge of them to let us know (postage will be refunded).

M. C. GUTHRIE
Secretary, Barry AS,
4 Nerston Close,
Rhose, Glamorgan

AKVARIET'S Oscar Award

to Dr. J. J. Scheel

TIDSKRIFTEN AKVARIET, the oldest aquarium magazine in the world still being published without interruption, has once again celebrated 'AKVARIET'S Day'. The celebration took place in Gotthenburg on 27th-28th April, and this year Mr Edwin Brorsson of Malmö, who started the magazine 47 years ago, handed the Oscar trophy to a famous Danish aquarist. In the photograph, he is on the left just receiving the 'Oscar' from the hands of Mr Brorsson. Killifish enthusiasts especially will recognise the celebrated Colonel Doctor Jorgen J. Scheel, of Virum, Denmark, among other distinctions the author of the book RIVULINES OF THE OLD WORLD, and now a truly worthy member of the distinguished band of holders of AKVARIET'S Oscar.

The AQUARIUM SHOW '74

Friday 25th to Sunday, 27th October

at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall
Vincent Square, London S.W.1

INDIVIDUAL aquaria, whether group members or not, who fancy their skill at furnishing aquaria or aquascaping can put it to the test at this year's Aquarium Show. The full list of classes available for furnished aquaria and aquascapes is:

Aa. Club furnished aquaria, tropical, 24 x 15 x 12;
Ab. Club furnished aquaria, cold-water, 24 x 15 x 12;
Ad. Individual furnished, tropical, 18 x 10 x 10;
Ae. Individual furnished, cold-water, 18 x 10 x 10;
Ag. Miniature furnished, 10 x 8 x 6;
Ah. Club Aquascape, 24 x 15 x 15;
Ak. Individual Aquascape, 24 x 15 x 15

(Tasks in these classes are to be supplied by the exhibitors and may be partly set up before arrival.)

CLASSES for tropical fishes at this year's Show are for pairs: NB, pairs Barbs; NC, pairs Characins; NDM, pairs Cichlids and aon Eglayers; NEP, pairs Labyrinths and Tooth-carpus; NGH, pairs aon Carassius, Corydoras and Loaches; NJK, pairs Rasboras, Danios, WCMM; NOP, pairs Guppies; NQRS, pairs Sword-
The coldwater aquarist, as well as having the above breeders class, can enter individual fish in Classes U, V, W. simple-tailed goldfish; W, Coldwater: Tropical marine fish (Class Y) and coldwater marine fish (Class Zb) can also be entered. For the first time at the Aquarium Show, classes for water plants are being staged. These should be plants grown under water: Za, rooted plants; Zb, cuttings. Floating plants can be entered in Class Zc.

BIG fish are really coming into their own at the Aquarium Show this year since a special class is being provided for them. Any fish 12 inches or more in length from Classes B-M can be entered in this "Special Class".

ENTRY form for The Aquarium Show 74 Tableaux Competition are now available. Any Society that has not yet obtained a form can have one sent on application to FBFAS, 554 Garratt Lane, London, SW17 0NY. This year, the fact that separate furnished aquarium and aquascape classes for both individuals and clubs are being staged as part of the competitive classes has enabled the Show Committee to present rather closer competition to tableau designers. Each tableau must incorporate at least one furnished aquarium, aquascape or pond (minimum surface area of a pond shall be a square feet) and, if this furnished aquarium (a) or aquascape (b) conforms to normal FBFAS entry requirements for one of the following classes, then it can be entered for judging, without fee, by FBFAS Aquarium Show judges in one of those classes: Club Furnished Aquarium (two Classes), Aa and Ab, 24, 15 x 15, 15; Individual Furnished Aquarium (two Classes), Aa and Ab, 18 x 10 x 10; Miniature Aquarium, Class Ag, 10 x 8 x 6; Aquascape (two Classes), Aa and Ab, 24 x 15 x 15. However, this year, the furnished aquarium or aquascape that must appear on the tableau need not conform to the FBFAS entry rules for these classes; but if the Society thus chooses, they must then enter at least ONE furnished aquarium or aquascape, to be bench separately from the tableau with the other entries in the furnished aquaria and aquascape classes.

THIS year's Aquarium Show secretary is Mr Derek Lambourn (7 Wheeler Court, Plough Road, London, SW11 2AX; phone 01-223 2696). Mr C. A. T. Brown is chairman of the Show Committee and Mrs P. Lambourne the Committee's secretary. Also on the Committee are Mr F. Tomkins, chairman of the FBFAS, and Mr F. Castle, Mr T. Glass (10 Adelaide House, Ponsbourne Court, London W.11) is dealing with all information and queries concerning the Supreme Championship.

JUDGING at this year's Show will be by FBFAS judges Mr B. Baker, Dr A. Blake, Mr A. T. Brown, Mr R. Forder, Mr E. R. Norton, Mr D. Renton, Mr N. Stollworth; Mr H. Stollworth; Mr F. Tomkins and Mr T. Wheeler.

Caesar the Champion

AS announced briefly in last month's issue, Caesar the snakehead (Ophichthus microlepis), well known to visitors to The Aquarium Show in London and to TV viewers, recently died. He is seen above with his owner, Mrs Sybil Hedges, at the moment of his triumph as winner of the first Supreme Championship Competition at The Aquarium Show 1974 and his first appearance on TV, after his most successful season of showing at numerous venues.

He was purchased as a fish a mere 3 inches in length and at the time of his death (5 years later) his overall length was 37 inches (3 inches to the caudal peduncle) and his weight was 18 lb 12 oz. Few people realised how much effort was needed to stage a fish of this size and strength at a show, in transfer from home tank to bench and back again, but those who saw the great care with which Caesar was treated on these occasions know that the viewing public had special reason to be grateful to Mrs Sybil Hedges for the chance to see this magnificent aquarium specimen. Caesar has the reputation of possessing a show personality and he certainly always seemed to be interested in what was going on beyond his tank.

It would have been possible for Caesar to have been preserved for posterity at the British Museum (Natural History) but Mrs Hedges thought that Caesar should remain at 'home' where a 30ft. koi pond will now commemorate this splendid pet.
Naturalist’s Guide to the Livebearing Fishes

By J. J. HOEDEMAN

The ovoviviparous (literally egg-live-bearing) toothcarps are native to the warm regions of North, Central and South America. Like oviparous (egg-laying) toothcarps, they are found in rivers, lakes, marshes, pools and puddles, even in the smallest ponds left behind by floods, which dry up in the dry season. In this way, the dry season causes the death of millions of lovely fish each year.

The body of these toothcarps is elongated, more or less thick-set, and laterally compressed. The entire body, sometimes even including part of the fin bases, is covered with scales. Sexual dimorphism is particularly conspicuous in these fishes, not only because mature males are much more vivid than the females, but also because of the so-called ‘gonopodium’, the male copulatory organ which directs sperm capsules towards the female genital opening. (More about the gonopodium later.)

In addition to a number of external differences which distinguish the males from the females, there are also a few internal ones. For instance, a number of vertebrae in front of the tail section in the males, underneath the dorsal fin, have a kind of elongated bony ray. To these are attached the vigorous muscles that operate the gonopodium. It is in this connection with the growth of this organ that a sexless fish becomes male—the so-called change of sex, or reversal, frequently observed in ovoviviparous fish. The elongated vertebrae divide the swim bladder of these fishes into two parts.

By now we are used to the idea of young fishes being born alive in the aquarium, and give the miracle no further thought. It is still something to marvel at, yet there is little cause for wonder, after all. This is a natural occurrence, even though it used to be considered a privilege of mammals alone. Although the organisation of viviparous creatures—those that bring forth their young alive into the world—and the manner in which the young are born alive are not the same in every instance, live birth occurs in almost all groups of the animal kingdom. Some unicellular organisms at the lowest level of development have a similar way of reproducing, as do some kinds of snails, sharks and other animals. Among fish, Poeciliodea are by no means the only oviparous ones, for the half-beak genera, Dermogenys and Hemiramphus, are also live-bearers.

Poeciliodea are ovoviviparous and viviparous. The difference is considerable, but can be clarified in a few words. Higher mammals are purely viviparous—that is, the fertilised eggs remain stored in the mother’s body and are fed directly from the blood stream of the maternal organism, incorporated into the mother’s circulatory system, thus implying a vital connection between mother
and baby. There is no egg-shell at the time of birth, so the babies are literally brought forth alive.

In the case of most ovoviviparous toothcarps, reproduction takes place much as it does with egg-laying fishes (the babies also come into the world alive and fully developed), the difference being that the male sperm is brought into the body of the female, and thus internal fertilisation of the eggs takes place before they are laid. The egg, which has a well-developed shell, develops within the body of the mother but without feeding on her vital fluids, and is not incorporated into her circulatory system. At the moment of birth, the shell bursts at the slightest pressure, either inside or just outside the mother’s body; thus, the baby is born alive, but from an egg. For nourishment, the developing embryo consumes the contents of the yolk sac, in exactly the same way as the larvae of egg-laying fishes do. The great difference is that egg-layers do so outside the maternal body, where they are exposed to all the risks of a hostile environment.

As soon as the young leave the mother’s body, they swim away. At that moment, they are comparable to the larvae of egg-layers when they set out to hunt food on their own. There seems to be no inking of relationship between the fry and their mother, such as is so obvious in mammals. An exception are the Goodeidae, a truly viviparous family.

Obviously, fertilisation is different in these ovoviviparous fish than in egg-layers. In order to perform internal fertilisation, the males are provided with a copulatory organ, called the gonopodium, which is one of the distinguishing sexual characteristics. The gonopodium in these fishes develops from the first few rays of the anal fin. The manner of growth is characteristic for different families.

The sperm is conveyed to the female in small capsules of spermatophores alongside of or through the gonopodium (depending on its structure). The female can store the spermatophores for a very long time; in fact, some species continue to produce young over a long period after a single fertilisation.

Nature provided these fishes with a reproductive system that would amply compensate for the countless dangers to which the small fish are exposed. Live-bearers, native to still or moderately flowing waters in tropical or sub-tropical climates, which, in the dry season, are deprived of fresh water from rivers or rain water, accommodate themselves to a considerable periodic drying of their natural environment. As the females can, after a single mating, continue to give birth throughout the whole season, the survival of the species is, to a certain extent, assured.

What actually goes on in the various habitats of these fishes? The females live, for the most part, in shallow pools, while the males prefer deeper water with a faster current. The fry are most often born in pools and puddles isolated from the main stream during the dry season. Such seclusion provides them with a measure of comparative safety from their natural enemies. By the time the rains arrive, just about all the fry have reached sexual maturity, at which time they mate. Thereafter, the males migrate to the deeper, free-flowing waters through channels opened up by the rains. The fertilised females stay in the quiet, safer waters. Thus, nature provides a two-fold precaution for the preservation of the species: fertilisation inside the maternal body and the instinct to seek safe, sheltered water for the bringing forth of the young.

As a rule, the process of fertilisation takes place as follows. During the mating season—which in the freedom of nature is shorter than in the aquarium—the male releases a hormone called ‘copuline’ into the water. Copuline has a curious effect on the females—at least, on those females that have not been fertilised before. It causes them
to take on an elevated position in the water, heads up at about a 20° angle. They either stand still or swim about. In this position, it is much easier for the males to approach them for the purpose of fertilisation. Investigation (Jaski, 1939) showed this to be true for the guppy (Poecilia reticulata) and later it was found that most of these live-bearers behave in the same way.

For fertilisation, the gonopodium of the male is swung sideways, or sometimes in front, and the sperm is deposited on the body of the female. No proper kind of copulation takes place, as has been assumed. In other words, the male organ does not introduce the sperm into the body of the female, but the sperm capsules are expelled from the gonopodium towards the female genital opening. Works—certainly not as a copulative organ but, instead, more like the barrel of a gun. The barrel is formed from outgrown rays of the anal fin and is cocked and ready to fire when it is turned frontwards, together with the pelvic fins. The genital exit lies between the bases of the pelvic fins and the gonopodium (the anal fin), and from it emerges one or more seed balls to be pushed to the top of the gonopodium. This takes place with lightning speed, so that it is not possible to see whether the discharged seed ball actually strikes the target.

What goes on in ‘virgin’ females that have not previously been fertilised? Mature virgin females, when exposed to the effect of the hormone copuline become, as it were, high—that is, they undergo a reaction of extreme excitation. The

This has also been observed (Breder & Coates, 1935) in the guppy. The spermatozoa (the motile gametes in the sperm) clump together to form clusters called spermatophores in the seed duct. Thousands of seed cells are contained in these spermatophores, cohered by means of a proteinaceous substance which is later dissolved in the female oviduct to release part of the seed cells. These then fertilise the eggs. Thus, the males have no active part in the actual fertilisation; the female takes care of the entire process.

When breeding ovoviviparous fish, it is desirable to keep the sexes apart as much as possible (which is what happens in the wild as well), and then to bring together several females with only a single male. This also seems to be the normal thing in nature, for relatively more females than males are found there. Curiously enough, in the aquarium, sometimes there is an entire brood of males only, without so much as a single female. It is not known how this occurs, nor whether it also happens in the wild.

Now for a close look at how the gonopodium reaction lasts for a period of four days to a week, depending on the water's temperature and on the age of the female. At about the middle of the period, when the females swim in the most elevated position, chances for a successful target-shoot with the spermatophores are best. This is a condition worth being remembered by breeders.

When the spermatophore has penetrated into the oviduct, gradually and according to the demand, a part of the enveloping substance is dissolved by a fluid separated from the wall of the oviduct. In this manner, a number of spermatozoa are freed of the spermatophore to fertilise a number of eggs. These remain in the wall of the ovary sac until they are ripe. When about to hatch, they descend into the oviduct, from which the young emerge. Parturition usually takes a few hours, but, under certain circumstances, it can go on for several days. The number of young at a birth differs from species to species and may be anywhere from 4 to 100. The number, of course, may be influenced by the mother's age, the tank's temperature and the quality and quantity of food
in the period preceding mating, as well as other factors.

Inspection of the map showing the distribution of Poecilioidae and comparison with that of their egg-laying cousins shows that they are restricted to a relatively small area, the Americas only. It seems correct to conclude, therefore, that this is a fairly recent group that never was more widely distributed.

Like the egg-laying species, or even more so, these toothcarps are eminently suited to the aquarium. Because of their often lively coloration, their briskness, and their peaceful nature, they can be kept along with most other species. For the beginning aquarist, they are an easy group to start with, for they require only simple care. Even breeding is easy and often surprisingly successful. Still, Poecilioidae are not directly qualified as ‘gineas pigs’ for the beginner, for breeding them requires at least as much insight as it does for other fishes. Breeding in a hit-or-miss manner can cause loss and destruction of many lovely fishes.

Classification of the Families

Live-bearing toothcarps are classified according to their structure and organization. The difference in the structure of the gonopodium is actually the only clearly visible characteristic. Hence, in the table below, the form of the gonopodium was adopted as a criterion.

The four families have been familiar to aquarists for a long time, and the Poecilioidae in particular have contributed a veritable treasure chest of pretty specimens.

1. The gonopodium is formed by part of the anal fin only
   A. The gonopodium has an extremely simple structure. It consists of the six foremost anal fin rays, shortened and hardened, separated from the remaining rays...family Poeciliidae
   B. The gonopodium is built up of the third, fourth, and fifth anal fin rays. During growth, the anal fin shifts towards the head...family Poeciliidae

2. The whole anal fin is grown out to form a tubular, copulatory organ, not shifted towards the head
   A. The gonopodium is not scaly, eyes normal...family Jenynsiidae
   B. Gonopodium scaly, eyes horizontally divided into two parts...family Amanablepidae

Recent research shows that the families can be classified according to more natural criteria, considering differences in the gonopodium of minor significance. For this reason, the more familiar classification will be adhered to.

Book Review

Marine Aquariums in the Research Laboratory

This book is written by two senior executives of Aquarium Systems Inc., Ohio, and although to some extent it may be regarded as publicity material in support of that institution, it is largely a faithful technical document in its own right. In the USA, the possibilities of closed-system marine units as money-spinners have long been recognized, and they extend far beyond the more general interest of many readers of this magazine would normally be interested. However, in the case of marine fishkeeping there can never be too many books like this, which is an amalgam of much scientific activity coupled with a great deal of practical common sense.

This particular volume is directed primarily at the research student, and half of it comprises information on laboratory tests, a bibliography, glossary of terms, and a detailed list of references. The first half of the text deals most economically with all the essentials for setting up and maintaining a saltwater tank, and has a brief section about disease prevention.

Those who have read Spottle's two books on marine aquarium fishkeeping will not find anything new here, but as von very essence has been distilled into this short work, many will welcome the opportunity of obtaining such useful technical information for a minimal outlay. The other books were rather highly priced for the tastes of many, and by comparison the book under review must be considered to be of high value.

There are many roads which lead the aquarist to marine fishkeeping, and in recent years it has developed into quite a thing. Most unfortunately a number of factors, not the least of which is the reluctance of the would-be marineist to take the trouble to read up his subject before he takes the plunge, has resulted in the growth of doubt and disillusion in many quarters, and books like this do two things at the very least. They will help the impatient starter to get going with the essentials in his head. More importantly they are encouragement to the students of the subject gradually emerging in this country, whose future peering into what is still a large unknown may some day enable us to keep coral butterflies as simply as goldfish.

R. Pinkes
How Often to Change Seawater

By ROY PINKS

ALTHOUGH I have briefly touched upon the subject of the necessity or otherwise to change the water in a marine aquarium, this may be a good opportunity to develop the theme somewhat. When I first decided to try my hand at marines I read up on the subject to the extent of every book I could lay hands on. Admittedly, the available bibliography was abysmal (and is little better even now), but so far as I can recall water changing was very seldom mentioned and was never one of the big things. In fact, such were the terrors and likely mishaps surrounding the luckless marine fish between its plastic bag and the lethal waters of our tanks, that it was a wonder that it ever survived the temperature and salinity equalisation routines we applied!

The fanaticism about all this was equalled only by the advice offered on the subject of how to transfer anemones and other invertebrates from their native water to ours. Sudden changes in salinity or temperature would be fatal, and it was therefore not the done thing to meddle with either. It is not surprising that, believing this, we assumed that if the transfer of living creatures to our tanks was achieved without instant death, their survival for a week or so virtually made us experts in their culture. Nothing was ever said about the inbuilt reserves of almost every living thing which enable it to survive adverse conditions for far longer than is commonly imagined, and what many observers took for success was in reality little more than living death on the part of their charges.

In fairness, at one time the animals died even more quickly, so that it could perhaps be claimed that some progress had subsequently been made by means of less-superficial understandings of water chemistry and animal tolerances. Nonetheless, I can recall no recommendations that water changes should be applied, and I think this was because it was assumed that if everything looked right and there were no deaths, everything probably was right. I must admit that if I had been told at that stage that I had to change a third of my tank water every 3 months I would have finished with a far smaller effort than I have in fact entered into. The cost of marine salt mix is hardly cheap, nor likely to become so.

In the course of the next 2 years there were more and more rumblings that the reason so many marine fishes died was the omission on the part of their owners to carry out regular water changes. To many fishkeepers this came as something of a rude shock because they had believed that this was just the very sort of thing to cause comparable reaction on the part of their fish, which would immediately cause them to display distress symp-
BREEDING FANCY GUPPYS

Sex Factors in Guppy Inheritance

By F. CAMPBELL

A QUESTION which often arises when guppy breeders gather is whether a knowledge of genetics is necessary to obtain the best results. It is doubtful if there is anybody qualified to give a really categorical answer. Genetics is a comparatively new branch of biological science and those who study it seriously are still a long way from knowing all the answers, particularly those who use guppies as their subject. The guppies in the tanks of the hobbyist are, of course, aware of this and whether we know anything about genetics or not they will continue to perplex us. The degree of perplexity, however, may be lessened if we know something of the basic principles of heredity. What then are the basic principles and how much do we need to know?

Adopting a logical and simple approach we might say that genetics is all about genes; these are the units of inheritance and in transmittance from the parents determine the characteristics of the offspring. The genes occupy fixed locations on the 23 pairs of chromosomes in the life centre of every cell that goes to make up a guppy. One of each pair of chromosomes is received from the male parent and one from the female. One pair of chromosomes are known as sex chromosomes because they determine whether the individual will be male or female; the other 22 pairs have no bearing on sex and are known as autosomes.

The genes on the autosomes, having nothing to do with sex, transmit their characteristics to both male and female offspring but often with different effect. For instance, we might get possession of a gold female and think it would be a good idea to mate it with one of our grey males; we would be disappointed to find that all the first-generation offspring were grey. Not to worry—although they are grey they are all carrying genes for gold, which has been suppressed. In this sort of situation the traits which have been suppressed are called 'recessive' and the others 'dominant'. In the second generation gold will re-appear in about 25% of the offspring and if these are bred 'gold' to 'gold' the third generation should be pure gold.

We can now appreciate that a knowledge of 'dominants' and 'recessives' can make the breeder's lot a little less puzzling. It is, alas, only half the battle for we are faced with many more complications when we consider the traits which are carried on the sex chromosomes of the male. The sex chromosomes are always symbolised by X for female and Y for male, the females having two X and the males one X and one Y. Whether an ovum with its X chromosome is fertilised by a spermatozoan carrying X or by one carrying the Y chromosome determines the sex of the offspring.

The caudal shape of the males will also be determined by genes which are carried on the sex chromosomes and which are said to be 'sex-linked'.

It is baffling to discover that when we breed from a male having a certain shaped caudal which we admire, none of the offspring shows this desirable trait. The reason for this is that the gene which determines it is situated on the X chromosome of the male and can therefore be transmitted only to his daughters, who, although they are carrying it, do not show it. When they reach maturity however, they are capable of transferring it to both sons and daughters, so if we select a few likely ones and put them back to their father we should get the beginnings of a pure strain. I say the beginnings because there are other factors involved such as what the original female was carrying and whether she was a virgin or not. Then the male that was carrying the caudal shape we want on the X chromosome may have been carrying a caudal shape we don't want on the Y chromosome and this would manifest itself in the male offspring and would have to be 'bred out'. A prolonged business, particularly if the original male dies before his daughters are old enough to be put back to him.

So, even with an elementary knowledge of genetics, we are still committed to long but fascinating periods of experiment and the keeping of accurate records if we want to learn all the secrets of the guppy. The frustrating creature continues to present us with an endless succession of problems and the more involved we become the more absorbing do we find the business of guppy breeding.

Incidentally, there are no hard and fast rules governing sex-linkage; what we discover by our own experiments may not be accepted as fact by other breeders, as I will endeavour to explain in a future article.
Octopus in the Sea and Tank

By W. A. TOMEY

Photographs by the author

IN 1972 I made a trip to the Mediterranean to get in some diving and photography—in the South of France, with its sun, sun-tanned crowds—and the mistral! It's a sunny, hot day; in and around the harbour are the French fishermen who catch even the smallest fishes like gobies and blennies and use them in fish soup or the famous bouillabaisse. At the water's edge a skin diver in his black diving suit, with the yellow high-pressure air-bottles on his back and armed with an underwater gun and harpoon, disappears beneath the surface of the water. It is so clear that I can follow his shadowy shape for a long time. Later the aquariumists tell me where he is.

After about 20 minutes he surfaces and, tired, climbs ashore between the rocks and stones triumphantly holding his harpoon aloft. At the end of a rather strange animal in its death throes—the diver beams at me: "An octopus, Monsieur. I cannot share his joy and ask him: 'Are you going to eat it?' He replies: 'No sir. It's too big—it's a monster.' He goes back to the sea to look for new prey and I have the opportunity to take a better look at the animal that has been dashed on the rocks, just like in Cousteau's movie. Big strange eyes, eight tentacles connected by a thin, flexible skin; many suckers and the strange sack-shaped body with its breathing hole and mouth centred between the tentacles.

The octopus lives in a cave under stones and rocks and shuns the daylight. It's a real night hunter that becomes active towards twilight. If you want to watch it in its natural habitat it is necessary to dive during the evening or at night armed with an underwater lantern. If an octopus is out in front of its cave or hunting and is caught in the light from the lantern it will immediately try to get back into its cave; so one can locate its lair like this. Even the endlessly shifting small stones can make a cave for an octopus. The 'cave' is made of little stones piled up in such a way that the creature can
get into the centre. The whole thing is usually covered by bigger stones. As the animal grows it must enlarge its cave or move on. Bigger animals keep to the deeper water but the smaller ones can be found near the coast. Often the entrance to the cave can be blocked off by a suitable stone and once the octopus is inside it will pull the stone across the entrance with a tentacle.

When a large or small octopus is surprised by a human being its first reaction is flight. Even fully grown animals retire to their rocks. When no shelter is available it will pull itself to the floor with its eight tentacles nestled around it. If you are very quiet, its curiosity will win over fear and the octopus will start to move again. Carefully reach out a hand and the octopus will stretch out his tentacle and examine your hand all over. Once an octopus came and sat on my hand to examine it. That was how I was able to lift it up in front of my diving glasses.

Only rough treatment or a sudden movement makes the octopus shoot away leaving in its wake a big brown cloud of ink that spreads out in the water. It’s not quite clear whether this cloud of ‘ink’ contains poisons but such a cloud in the vast capacity of the ocean has no toxic effects. If an octopus ejects his ink in a container, say a bucket, in which there are other animals, they immediately come up to the surface as the cloud of ink spreads and they give the impression of being numbed, though it is not known whether or not they die from it.

Even apart from its secretive way of living on the bottom of the sea and under the rocks, it is not easy to find an octopus; unless it is betrayed by a movement one can swim right past it; even right under your nose you can’t see it. Its adaptation to its surroundings and the sea bed is so perfect that the chameleon’s proverbial skill is nothing compared with it. The octopus is capable of changing colour so fast that one sees the colours it has at its disposal running up and down its skin. That’s why it has two kinds of pigment cells (chromatophores) in its skin giving different colours; they can be concentrated or diffused to change the animal’s colour according to need, from black to red-brown and from red to pale yellow-orange. In fact, the octopus is capable of changing the pattern of its skin. Underneath the chromatophores there is a group of little dots (iridocytes) that reflect the white light, making the skin blue or green. An octopus can melt into its surroundings by changing both its colour and pattern.

We’ve seen that the octopus lives in the ocean amidst rocks and stones and for this reason it is necessary to have a sufficient number of rocks and stones in the octopus aquarium. Not only will it hide behind them but will often move them from place to place. It’s a fantastic sight to see an octopus pick up the stones with the central parts of its tentacles, then walk on the end of its tentacles with the stone hanging from the suckers. It’s very interesting, too, to see how these animals react to failure to find a real cave or stones to build a ‘castle’; the stones that are available are taken up and gathered together; then the octopus takes on the colours and patterns of the stones and when it rests it takes up the stones in its suckers, turns the suckers and stones outwards and covers itself with its own tentacles holding the stones. In this way it becomes very nearly invisible.

Like all crepuscular animals, the octopus has rather large eyes, soft green-pink with a very strange oval aperture. If you watch this carefully you can see that it dilates or narrows as required, dependent on the light available. The eyes are placed in short, tubular structures that can be moved sideways and can be closed or opened over the eye. In this way an octopus can look over stones when it’s sitting behind them without itself being seen. The placing of the eyes and the eye structure give the octopus a field of vision of 180°, so that it can easily find its prey—and also guarantee its own safety. I was able to observe that a frightened octopus could swim backwards very fast and even find its cave like that. Thanks to the development of the strain and to their excellent swimming technique the octopus can compete with vertebrate animals in taking cover from danger.

There is quite a difference between a gentle crawl and jet propulsion but the octopus can do both. At the bottom of the sea it leans on its tentacles, using its suckers to catch hold of stones etc. Though it usually swims backwards it can also move forwards and sideways. This is effected by spurring out water through a ‘siphon’ opening to a chamber in which the gills are situated. The reproductive organs, kidneys, end intestine and ink bag all empty out into this. This ‘mantle’ is quite flexible and can be moved to the left or to the right and also it is the position of the ‘mantle’ that enables the octopus to swim up, down, forward or backward. Through the mantle siphon tube the ink cloud can be spurted out as a means of defence. The tentacles are connected by strong, flexible skin, and it resembles nothing so much as a swimming machine.

Octopus take in proportionately more water than, for instance, do fishes. You can see this clearly when an octopus is clinging to the aquarium glass; when it spurs water out of its mantle the jet can turn your aquarium hood into a water ballet. It’s necessary to use cover glasses that fit exceedingly well. This powerful jet of water can be used for defensive purposes, but it can also be used as an indication of the animal’s frame of mind. In an aquarium an octopus will get accustomed to a
certain rhythm of feeding times and you neglect these at your peril! The octopus can see exactly where its food provider is standing and if you're late you will finish up with a jet of water in the middle of your face.

The octopus's tentacles with their double row of suckers makes it possible for the creature to remain in its chosen position. The currents along the rocky coastlines are sometimes very strong—even experienced divers prefer to stay home. But the strength of the tentacle can combat the pull of the current. You can feel this strength when an octopus is embracing you with its tentacles. The message is: don't panic! Let the creature nose you—its organs of taste and smell are in its tentacles. They always let you go and return to their hiding places. If you panic and struggle the octopus will grip you more firmly and if it feels threatened you can get a bite—usually only a small and not dangerous wound, but it can be very painful. One octopus, about 4ft. (120 cm.) long was very curious and clung to my hand to see what happened above the water surface, but then it released me and disappeared back into the sea.

In the aquarium one can watch an octopus cleaning itself. It clings to the side or to a stone and rubs over its skin with one or more tentacles. When it finds something stuck to it, it pulls it off. Then it takes a shower by spurring a jet of water out of its siphon.

Either swimming or on the sea bed the umbrella of suckers gives the octopus good service. It can spread this umbrella very fast and jump forward by spurring out a jet of water backwards. The prey comes under the umbrella, is gripped with the tentacles and brought up to the mouth that is situated in the centre of the tentacles. Around the mouth we find the jaws, that look just like the bill of a parrot. These can be used with such power that shellfish and the skulls of captured fish can be

Above: The eye of the octopus is not without beauty and is certainly interesting. Each eye is raised slightly on a small protuberance and is capable of being moved

Left: The internal mouth structure or 'beak' of an octopus, resembling a parrot's bill, gives it the strength to crack the shell of a crab or the bones of a fish
cracked. Octopus eat practically anything but vegetable food and anemones. Crabs especially are not favoured, along with other shellfish, snails, shrimps etc.

Octopus adapt excellently to aquarium life and get used to their owner, though it is not known if they actually recognise him. I can say, however, that when I arrive in front of the aquarium the octopus comes to the front glass to beg and even puts its tentacles over the edge of the tank. If anybody else should approach it will stay hidden between the rocks. Feeding is no problem — small crabs, pieces of raw meat, seaweed, muscle flesh etc. are gladly accepted. To every other animal in the tank, apart from anemones and starfish, the octopus is a deadly danger so care must be exercised.

As far as one can tell octopus do not react to noises. Its way of life requires only a small territory for its maintenance so it is a suitable aquarium subject. But keep only one octopus per tank! With two octopuses in one tank bitter fights usually occur that end in the death of at least one and sometimes with the death of both. They can also crawl out of the tank, so a close-fitting cover is no luxury! Like all sea animals, it requires clean sea water, well filtered and aerated with plenty of oxygen. It is worth noting that filters and filter pipes often receive the octopus's special attention. Sometimes they pull on these so hard that, for instance, the return pipe is made to point upwards or they can pull it to bits. They are most active in the darkness, as we said, and if the filter is interfered with in this way while you are sleeping, with a pump and filter having a 1000 litres per hour capacity... imagine! So secure those pipes so that the octopus can’t shift them.

As well as the projecting eye of the octopus this picture shows the 'siphon' tube of the animal, which can be used to siphon water forcibly.
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tions or contract latent disease or both. In the same time-frame we witnessed the marvel of anemones being shipped 'dry' and doing rather well after being dropped straight into receiving tanks without any of the traditional careful preliminaries.

More and more we now hear that regular water changes are not only desirable but essential if our tropical marines are to live for more than a year or so. The Americans do regular servicing each month and report excellent results, though I note that Exotic Marine Fishes, published by TFH Publications, urges that we leave well alone. The most convincing arguments in favour of water changes come in the Marine Aquarium Guide, by F. de Graaf (Pet Library Ltd.), though even here the practice is only one of nine named routine countermeasures to pollution.

It is right to highlight this matter. The practice will not be a popular one because it will prove expensive and some beginners will be put off by the recurring expense, which many will claim to be unnecessary. Come to that, many still think it unnecessary and feel that this is just the counsel of the perfectionist chemists who are playing safe because the subject is a tricky and delicate one. It certainly puts one in mind of the dismal willies of the thirties who made similar predictions about freshwater aquaria. I very much hope that they will either be proved to be similarly as wrong, or that somehow the technique may be modified in such a way as to cheapen and simplify the vital process of keeping our tanks decent places for our fishes to live in.
Holiday Time and Your Coldwater Fish - Judging and Improving the Strain

By FRANK W. CORNE

How many fishkeepers, now that the summer holiday period has arrived, when asked where they intend spending their annual break will reply that they are staying at home because they 'cannot leave their fish'? To allow your hobby to deprive you of that much-needed rest in fresh surroundings is absolutely unnecessary. The fish will come to no harm—indeed they may even benefit from a respite from over-zealous ministration, and you will be surprised how fit the fish look and how clear the tank water appears upon your return. Each year I leave my fish to fend for themselves whilst my wife and I spend a fortnight in pastures new. It is always a pleasure, upon returning, to visit the fish house and note how much growth the young have made whilst we have been away, a fact which is not so noticeable when they are attended to two or three times a day!

Provided that a few simple precautions are taken a week or so before leaving for your holiday all will be well and it will not be necessary to rely upon the help of another person. Very often the friendly help of a second person can lead to tragedy—the death of fish and gross pollution of the tank, due to overfeeding. It just isn't worth putting friendship in jeopardy and risking disaster.

The first essential is to feed the fish just a little more than usual, but not too much more, so that a reserve of body fat is built up. Keep the front glass of the tank clean, but leave the back and side to build up a growth of green algae, the fish will 'pick' at this growth and find a small amount of sustenance to keep them going during your vacation. Finally, the night before you are due to leave, lightly siphon over the base material to remove any mud or sediment. Lower the water level by approximately half and then gently refill with fresh water. The tank and fish are now ready to survive your absence for 2 weeks, but, if it would make you feel happier, a final feed of live daphnia can be given just before you close the door to start your journey.

If you have a pool then there is even less to worry about, unless it is a very small pool as are some glass-fibre types. With these very small pools it would be advisable to give similar treatment to that recommended for the fish tank and then cover the pool with a sheet of clear polythene, to prevent the plants drying out should hot weather cause excessive evaporation. Preferably, fish in these tiny pools should be housed in more suitable quarters, for safety, whilst you are away.

The larger pool can be given a partial water change and then covered with a 2 inch mesh net. (A wise precaution is to keep your pool covered all through the year with a net: this will prevent the fish-catchers cat exercising its skills and also foil the attempts of various birds etc. making a meal of your prized pet goldfish or young koi. A net also serves a useful purpose by preventing all but the smallest leaves falling into the pool and adding to any possible pollution.)

Attend to these minor tasks and you can spend an enjoyable holiday, knowing that your fish will be safe and are not being killed by good old 'what's his name's' lavish hand of bountiful food and deadly kindness! Do as I do—feed 'em, clean 'em, lock 'em up and go away and forget 'em! It pays, and allowing for the unforeseen, all will be well and your homecoming will be a happy one!

* * *

In the April issue of PFM Mr. M. Clarke of Stoke-on-Trent wrote in the 'Letters' columns of his disgust for the standard of judging in some coldwater classes, and appeared to blame the judges. This problem is not confined to the Midlands; I have heard similar complaints from coldwater exhibitors in other areas. My own feeling is that this tends to be a vicious circle brought about by a number of causes. Most open shows are staged by societies that have memberships predominantly interested in tropical fish with very little interest in catering for the coldwater section of the hobby.

Too many standards could be another contributory factor; this problem does not arise with tropical fish. Classes for just 'Singteleaf' and 'Twintail' varieties of goldfish with, possibly, a class for 'A.O.V. coldwater fish' does not encourage coldwater hobbyists to show their fish. Coldwater judges are just not interested in judging only two, or maybe three, classes of mixed coldwater fish, therefore the task falls to the tropical fish judge,
who, quite rightly, states he has no judging knowledge of these fish. Finally, the coldwater fishkeeper is also to blame.

This section of the hobby is conspicuous by its silent acceptance of conditions. Not so long ago I wrote a plea for a single standard for fancy goldfish and suggested that goldfish keepers made their views known. The result—nothing; not a single word appeared in the 'Letters' columns either for or against my plea. Oh yes, a number of people told me privately that they supported my view, but no one was prepared to say so publicly.

So what can be done to improve the classes, and judging, in one-day open shows? The 'silent majority' must find their voice and press for a sensible solution to producing a single National Standard for Fancy Goldfish. Secondly, they should press societies to stage more comprehensive coldwater classes, in keeping with those put on for the tropical fish exhibitor. Finally, having persuaded clubs to cater for the coldwater fish, the hobbyist must show his appreciation by supporting the classes fully. With sufficient classes and a larger number of fish being exhibited in these classes, the societies will be in a better position to obtain the services of qualified judges of coldwater fish.

I would suggest that the remedy to this situation lies in the hands of the fishkeepers, who, if they are prepared to remain silent and passive, can blame no one but themselves if things do not improve, or indeed get worse.

---

The tricks Nature plays upon the breeder of the fancy varieties of goldfish are many. A spawning will produce a great many fry that are worthless and a waste of time to rear, which, of course, is why the sorting and culling process must be rigorous and continued until only the best are kept to become the future breeding stock. This year I was exceedingly pleased to find in one of the spawnings a much higher percentage (around 60% of young lionheads with smooth clean dorsal contours. Alas, Nature had not relented in her trickery! Excellent though the backs were this was counter-balanced by the number of caudal fins that were joined along the upper margin, the number of web tails being much greater than I have come to expect from my strain of lionheads; nevertheless there are some very nice little fish that help to compensate. Such are the disappointments and pleasures of the breeder of fancy goldfish!

Undaunted, I will give the best of these promising fish preferential treatment and, when they have become adult, the best male will be crossed back to the mother, who was the better fish of the two parents and is known, usually, to throw quite good young.

It is by in-breeding and line-breeding that a strain is created, over a period of time, by selecting as parents only those which have a desirable future. With patience the stock can be, and will be, improved; as these selected features become more evident in the young. Of course apparent setbacks do occur, but there are usually a few fish that show the desired improvement and it is these that are used to consolidate and set the desired pattern.

In a future article the subject of goldfish line-breeding will be covered in greater detail, but remember that it takes a long time and a great deal of perseverance before any real results become evident in quantity. The fancier who is prepared to concentrate his efforts will do far more good for the hobby than those who indiscriminately cross-breed the different varieties of fancy goldfish. Eventually the stage will be reached where experienced fellow breeders are able to recognise fish of his strain and this, in itself, is a compliment to the skill he has shown in improving his chosen variety of fish. There are a number of breeders who, though no longer with us, are remembered for the work they did, and whose names are linked with certain varieties of fancy goldfish the quality of which are still remembered and admired.

---

Recently I received a booklet from Stapeley Water Gardens, London Road, Stapely, Nantwich, Cheshire. The handbook is free to applicants and is well produced with many illustrations of the various pools, water pumps, ornaments and other items which they offer. Two pages are devoted to various questions and answers aimed at the novice and details are also given of the different methods of pool construction together with comparative costs of the different materials used. The main body of the booklet is, of course, a descriptive price list of pools and liners, fish and plants, together with all the sundry items that the pool keeper may require from food to underwater lighting kits, and most goods are covered by their guarantee as stated on page 54, the last page of the handbook.

This excellent handbook will be found quite interesting by all coldwater fishkeepers and I thoroughly enjoyed browsing through it.

---

With the high cost of so many things the Association of Goldfish Breeders has decided to avoid spending money unnecessarily by making good use of the talents that exist within the membership. The skills of the various craftsmen members have been enlisted to produce a neat gold-plated badge, trophies being designed...
and made for competition within the Association and a member with artistic skills has designed attractive award cards, all at no cost to the existing funds. This is an idea that could no doubt be emulated by other societies where the members have the required skills.

Incidentally, in answer to a question that has been put to me quite often recently, the A.G.B. and Association of Midland Goldfish Keepers are not connected in any way; both are totally independent organisations devoted to the fancy goldfish and the well-being of both the fancier and the hobby. They merely share a similar title.

* * *

These articles are written some time before they appear in print. I was therefore intrigued to read the Editor's notes, under the heading of 'Look to the Future' in 'Comments and Quotes' for the May issue of PFM. By now you will have read my warning, over the sale of 'koi dead bait' (June issue), which is now reinforced by the Editor's remarks concerning the newly recognised disease of S.V.C. (spring viramia). Coupled with the concern of British trout farmers over other infectious disease (pancreatic necrosis), that strikes in particular at rainbow trout with disastrous results, the rumours regarding a ban on all imported fishes could, perhaps, be nearer to fact than we realise. Then, as the Editor rightly says, the only source of supply to either trade or individual would be the breeder.

I wonder whether the British amateur would be able to meet the demand; in lots of cases his skills could well be put to the test!

---

**PFM EQUIPMENT REPORT**

**Custom-Built Worm Mini-factory**

**IGM Grindal Worm Culture**

A RECENT article in PFM extolled the virtues of Grindal worms as live foods for aquarium fishes, and on behalf of readers we have been taking a close look at a complete ready-to-produce Grindal worm mini-factory offered for sale by the long-established IGM firm. This consists of a specially designed culture box, and the culture of Grindal worms it contains is a mature one—that is, you can begin to take worms from it almost as soon as you receive it and thenceforth it will keep yielding as long as you maintain it properly.

The box is neatly and sturdily made of wood, with overall dimensions about 14 inches long, 7½ inches wide and 3 inches deep (1 inch of which is base thickness and the thickness of two battens that raise the box from the surface it stands on). Recessed into the top of the box is a sheet of flexible clear plastic, which the culturist is advised to replace by a piece of glass, and this is covered by a plastic-surfaced board. A square-sectioned wooden shed that fits into a ventilation slot along the centre of the base is supplied and this can be moved to and fro in the slot occasionally to keep the drainage and ventilation hole free. The box is filled with IGM Grindal worm Compost, specially selected and finely ground peat plus leaf mould, charcoal and loam, containing the worms.

Grindal worm cultures should be kept at a temperature of not less than 70°F (21°C), and Mr E. L. Arnold of IGM recommends bottom-heating. It is necessary to keep the culture medium moist to the point of maximum saturation without actual oozing of water (this state is rather wetter than the one usually maintained in white worm cultures, for example). Feeding the worms (IGM supply a Grindal worm cereal-based food mixture which tends to prevent growths of fungus) is done every other day, the quantity of food added to the culture being based on the rate of consumption by the worms. Control of moisture in the box is managed by making the food mix extra wet if the culture has become rather dry and by mixing in fresh, dry Grindal worm Compost if the culture is over-moist.

As with all live-food cultures, to get the best results regular maintenance is essential. However, to test the ability of this culture to withstand neglect we left the box unfed and unwatered in its 70°F environment for 4 weeks. At the end of this time the medium had dried around the edges but in the centre was still full of living worms (although they had dispersed themselves beyond hope of collecting them until feeding was started again!). They could obviously survive 2 weeks’ neglect at holiday times in this purpose-built worm farm.

Price of one of these established cultures is £2, Grindal Food is 50p a large bag and extra compost is also 50p, all from E. L. Arnold, 80 Monega Road, London E7 8EW.
Harlequin
No
Longer a
Problem
Fish

Rudolph Zukal

Rasbora heteromorpha

Every fishkeeper knows these beautiful fish from Thailand, the Malay peninsula and eastern Sumatra—the ‘wedge-fleck barb’ as German aquarists prefer to call it (though this is not a particularly appropriate name to my mind), or the ‘harlequin’ in English. Imported into Europe as long ago as 1906, it was considered a problem fish for many years. It could not be bred and it was only after World War 2 that success was achieved, and then only in isolated cases. A profusion of authors wrote countless articles on the harlequin. A soft, acidified water was recommended, a temperature of 82°F (28°C) and cryptocorynes for spawning. Aquarists found it hard to believe that these rasbora and cryptocorynes went together rather like, say, ham and eggs. It is my opinion that, today, it is perfectly possible to use normal tap water for these fish, now that they have been in captivity and acclimatised over a period of so many years. But it is true that hard water must not be used. In my town the water varies between 8° and 14° DH (German degrees of hardness).

For breeding harlequins I use a medium-sized or even quite small tank and water at a temperature of 79°F (26°C) or even a little higher. The most important thing of all, if you wish to be successful in spawning them, is to separate the sexes for a while beforehand. I do this with many species of fishes and they will then spawn almost on command.

Photographs by the author

Translation by F. Marsh
On this occasion, when I wanted to photograph the fish, everything went splendidly according to plan. The only untoward event was that during the spawning one of the females had to be changed as she was not sufficiently 'full' (of roe). The impatient, excited male did not lose interest and after 20 minutes the spawning continued.

It is good practice to keep a shoal of these fish and leave a pair to select themselves. When the pair is thus already active you are halfway there. The female should always be a younger fish than the male. Willingness to spawn can be recognised in the female when she lies on or under the cryptocoryne leaves.

Spawning of harlequins proceeds considerably more slowly than is usual with similar kinds of egglayers. After the display and courtship is completed the female looks for a suitable place, usually under a plant leaf, and presses close to it while the male swims up to her and throws his caudal fin over her body. The fish press close together and the eggs
Two enlarged views of the spawning pair of harlequins are given on this page, the eggs already deposited on the leaf’s undersurface being clearly visible. The male’s caudal peduncle and fin encircle the female’s body during spawning.
Spawning of the Harlequin (continued)

are expelled and remain stuck to the leaf. Those eggs that do drop are usually eaten. This procedure is repeated many times over a period of 3 hours or so, and at the end there will be about 200 eggs sticking to the leaf.

Once the spawning is completed the parents should be removed from the tank. The eggs themselves must be protected from too much light entering the tank. After about 36 hours the young fish hatch; they are about 4 mm. in size and as soon as they are free-swimming they must be given plenty of the finest live food. Harlequins will spawn several times a year.
Observations on a Spawning

The male of the pair of keyhole cichlids whose breeding is described is here seen cleaning the chosen spawning stone. By swimming closely over the stone's surface and wriggling his body particles are brushed aside.

By Jørgen Hansen and Pamela Hansen

Photographs by the authors

A row of eggs has just been deposited by the female keyhole cichlid. Her large, swollen rounded ovipositor is clearly visible and should be compared with the ovipositor of the male seen in the photograph on the facing page.
of KEYHOLE CICHLIDS

Fertilisation of the eggs laid by the female is accomplished as the male swims over them. The small pointed ovipositor is noticeably different from the tube of the female.

We had several times bred the keyhole cichlid (*Aequidens maroni*) successfully, but had never been able to photograph the actual spawning; either we were not at home when spawning occurred, or spawning was fully under way before we discovered it and the front glass was filthy, making photography impossible; or else it occurred on a Sunday evening when we had run out of film and could not obtain more.

However, patience was eventually rewarded one Sunday afternoon, when we did have some film, and we noticed that both male and female showed protruding ovipositors: that of the male was small and pointed whereas the female's was large and swollen. The front glass was considerably overgrown with algae, but in order not to stir up too much dirt, we scraped clean only that area of the glass behind which lay the stone selected as the spawning site.

The stone in question had previously been thoroughly cleansed by the male. The female eventually began to spawn by gliding slowly over the stone with ovipositor close to it. The ovipositor is apparently very sensitive and the fish can feel where there is room to lay each egg, and then pushes it carefully out. When the female had completed laying a row of eggs, it was the male's turn to glide over the eggs and fertilise them, whirling water behind him by a fanning movement of the pectoral fins, which spread sperm over the whole stone. The male and female changed position several times; often the one not occupied with the spawning swam threateningly forward to the front glass in an attempt to chase the photographer away.

In the course of an hour approximately 200 eggs were laid, but out of these 200 only 60 young survived. As only about 20 eggs developed fungus, while the remainder hatched out, and as the parents were seen to devour many of the young at the larval stage, it seems as if this is a deliberate or instinctive tactic on the part of the parents, triggered somehow by their awareness of the limited ecosystem they inhabit.

As long as the young are left with the parents, the latter will not attempt another spawning, as the fulfilment of the parental instincts inhibits the urge to spawn. When the young are removed, the urge to spawn will again predominate.
Noteworthy Newcomer to the Dwarf Cichlids

By JAMES BARRIE

In Britain Herotilapia multifins is has been on sale only in recent years. Initially it appeared in some areas as an unnamed dwarf cichlid and in others, more dubiously, as Cichlasoma salvinii. Since Salvin's cichlid, as it is commonly called, has a well-established reputation for roguery, this particular case of mistaken identity probably did little to commend the newly introduced species to the cautious aquarist. Retailers were not responsible for the error; it was perpetrated in a wholesaler's price list.

Classification Problem

Those of us who chanced purchasing the fish were delighted to find that it failed to 'live down' to its attributed name. Instead it turned out to be an interesting acquisition that was relatively easy to keep. Not that H. multifins is incapable of exhibiting normal cichlid-like aggression traits when spawning, protecting its young, or merely expressing innate territorial drives. But attacks, if they can be so described, are more boisterous than vicious: they are mainly bluff, seldom with serious consequences, directed against others of its own kind. A group will circle one another for long spells displaying their repertoire of threat-postures without a blow being struck—which can be both entertaining and instructive to the observer as it permits close study of intricate behavioural patterns of colour-change, gesture and movement, typical of the cichlid family as a whole.

That this fish was accidentally slotted into the genus Cichlasoma by a section of the trade is understandable: in appearance and habits it has much in common with some species of that genus. Dr Robert J. Goldstein explains in the Cichlid Handbook that it differs from Cichlasoma in having tricuspid (with three cusps or points) teeth; those of Cichlasoma are conical. Creation of the special genus Herotilapia multifins is the only species suggests classification problems.

H. multifins is an attractive, robust fish which matures at about 2in. and, if properly treated, grows to nearly 4in. From just behind the striking red eye a broken, darkly blotched line runs the length of its body terminating at the caudal peduncle; several transverse bands are also visible at times. Backward of the eye, above the upperfront edge of the gill-cover, a characteristic black spot is always present. Overall coloration is variable, depending on health, mood and conditions. Seen at its best, H. multifins is suffused in a golden glow, radiating vitality and well-being. When sickly, afraid or otherwise unhappy the colour fades to a mottled brown with brassy undertones. Aroused, or when guarding the young, its entire ventral surface, including the fins, takes on a jet hue which lightens to grey-black as it rises toward the lateral-line region. The dorsal and caudal fins are clay-yellow, the former having a pale grey-blue border, and the anal fin is edged in a deeper blue. The ventral fins are generally dark blue to black, but on some individuals only the fin-rays have this coloration. Sexing is difficult as the females are practically indistinguishable until they become ripe with ova.

Aquarium Habits

A Central American species—it is found in Costa Rica, Nicaragua and the south of Honduras—it requires only moderate temperatures: somewhere around 75°F (24°C) is adequate. Being neither finicky about food nor over-fussy where water quality is concerned, a varied diet (live, freeze-dried, flake) coupled with clean, roomy living quarters suffice to ensure its comfort. Experience shows that the minimum desirable tank size is 36in. by 12in. by 12in. Anything less tends to make the fish uneasy so that when they are not dashing about in panic at every footfall, they are huddled rotively in corners.
Whether their aquarium should be planted is a matter of personal choice and judgment. But it is a fact that only the toughest plants are likely to survive the attention of H. multispinosa, for while it does not uproot them with the verve and dedication of many cichlids, it nevertheless produces equally devastating results by tearing the foliage to pieces. A more suitable decorative outcome can be achieved by the introduction of carefully treated and reasonably inert materials—for instance, washed gravel, lime-free rocks, slate, petrified wood, old plant pots etc. Floating plants may also be included to give shade. By judicious and imaginative arrangement of these a lively, aesthetically pleasing and functional natural biotope can be built up to provide hides, spawning grounds and territorial stations—three prerequisites for a successful cichlid set-up.

Unless breeding is intended, it is unnecessary to isolate these fish as they will live amicably with other compatible species. Comparable in this context means large enough to avoid being eaten, and sufficiently vigorous and resilient to withstand a certain amount of rough-and-tumble. The writer’s original quartet (purchased mid-1971 and still surviving) co-existed happily for over a year with the following—one or two of them unlikely companions: Acanthochromis rostratus, Aequidens pulcher, Belontia signata, Hemichromis bimaculatus, Labido bicolor and Synodontis nigrescens. It is not claimed that this mixed bunch represents an ideal combination or one the inexperienced should attempt to emulate; on the contrary, it is simply illustrated that H. multispinosa can hold its own in most company without causing disruption, even when put alongside fishes which are notoriously volatile and easily provoked. During the ‘power crisis’ an effort was made to reduce consumption of electricity and, on this occasion, they were forced to share accommodation with Barbus auratus, Belontia signata, Labido bicolor and Lamprologus seigerum. Again they were no trouble—that is, if one ignores decimation (to be taken literally) of the vegetation; but this was not unexpected.

Breeding Procedure

No special skill is called for to induce spawning. However, if the object is to rear the maximum possible offspring, then a measure of forethought is advisable and the following method, or similar, should be considered.

(c) Prevention of egg and fry losses. Early experiences with H. multispinosa demonstrated that both eggs and fry are very susceptible to fungus. Out of a spawning of several hundred only a few dozen were left after 2 weeks. The adhesive eggs are deposited on the surface which has been so diligently cleaned, and for the next 48 - 36 hours they are fanned continuously by the parents. Frequently the male takes over completely, driving off his spouse whenever she dares approach. When this happens it is as well to remove the female.

Meanwhile, the male has excavated one or more depressions in the gravel to which the minute fry are transferred when they hatch; here they are guarded and, from time to time, cleaned by being sucked into the parental mouth and chewed over before being spat back into the family pit. Care continues during the early part of the free-swimming phase. This is Nature’s way, which is of tremendous value in the wild state; in the aquarium it appeared to result in the losses referred to above. By substituting a gentle air-flow over the eggs for the fanning of the parents and by adding methylene blue to the water, losses can be dramatically reduced. Furthermore, with this method no pit-digging is involved so gravel can be dispensed with in the breeding tank; some pieces of slate strategically placed to receive the eggs are all that is necessary. As a first food the young are given Liquify and shortly they are able to take newly hatched brine shrimp and micro worms. From this point they grow on rapidly.

Not everyone will want to take this trouble, and many will prefer the enjoyment of witnessing the nuances of parental care. Having reached 2 - 2.5cm, H. multispinosa will probably oblige on many occasions, even in a community set-up. It is this, amongst other things, that makes it an excellent choice for the beginner who wishes to gain experience in keeping cichlids.
Familiar Aponogeton
With a New Name

Aponogeton echinatus

This species, of the family Aponogetonaceae, comes from southern and central India, where it grows profusely in lakes, ponds and open tanks in areas from sea-level to 1,500 metres high. In these conditions it flowers throughout the year.

Although this plant under the designation Aponogeton echinatus may appear to be a new one to aquarists, it is in fact the very well-known A. natans or A. undulatus that has been cultivated for a very long time. The true A. natans (L.) Englert et Krause is not grown in our tanks; its submerged leaves are only 2 - 3 inches (5 - 7.5 cm.) long and ½ inch (1.5 cm.) wide and it forms a great many floating leaves that are most undesirable in the aquarium. A. undulatus Roxb. is the widely distributed viviparous species, known in our tanks under the synonym A. stachyoporus De Wit.

The rhizome of A. echinatus is ovoid, 1 - 2 inches (2.5 - 5 cm.) in diameter. Submerged leaves vary a great deal in size—they may have long or short stalks and blades that can be anything from 6 - 16 inches long (15 - 40 cm.) and 2 - 2½ inches (5 - 6.5 cm.) wide. These are moderately undulating at the edges. The top of the leaf is usually rounded, tapering to a wedge-shaped base. Floating leaves are oval, sometimes narrowed at the top and up to 8 inches (20 cm.) long and ½ - 1½ inches wide. The inflorescence, in the form of one single spike, shows minute flowers, white, bluish or light purple. In good conditions a plant may develop up
so 20 floral stalks in a year. The fruits are ½-⅜ inch long and germinate instantly.

This is a species that shows considerable variations and imported plants may show a great many floating leaves with long stalks or be of the much more decorative variety with many submerged leaves on short stalks and without floating leaf blades. These are the ones that are really suitable for our indoor tanks.

A. echinatus does particularly well in aquaria that have been set up for a long time, where the bottom is enriched with plenty of detritus. It does not thrive if lime is present and the water must not be too hard. Because of its tendency to form floating leaves, it does not require a great deal of light—cutting down on surface light will help prevent floating leaves from forming.

Both long-stalked and short-stalked varieties of Aponogeton echinatus are shown in the photographs with this article. Left, the single spike of flowers.
Personal Comment

I was very heartened by a letter received recently from Mr E. J. Small of Hillside Aquatics, who responded to my call for details of aquarium pumps rated at 110 volts, which, as earlier stated, are the sort of tools most likely to enable us to overcome future electricity power cuts. Mr Small states that any reputable manufacturer or importer of aquarium pumps should be able to obtain a model of any required voltage, given that due account is taken of the possible long delays in meeting precise specifications in these straitened times. He goes on to say that his particular firm often supplies pumps with coils wound for 10, 12, 50, 60 and 110 volts, and I have no doubt that the second of these will have immediate appeal to many readers in view of the general availability of the power unit for the average family car.

I have written to Mr Small asking for more information on this subject, because I feel it is greatly under-publicised. However, being well aware of the very high cost of 'one-off' equipments of any sort, I shall be surprised if anything emerges which will prove to be the answer to a maiden's dream. Whatever the outcome, though, the final decisions will doubtless be based on economic considerations. Those who have been successful in keeping expensive marines for a long period will pretty obviously pay a lot of money to enable themselves to continue their success. The average fishkeeper will probably be content with nothing significantly more expensive than the sort of pump he is using at present, for the simple reason that, on the whole, a pump is not vital to any installation (other than marine) that is not overstocked.

It will be another matter for the dealer or for the breeder, and if a particular strain is being developed it would be quite tragic if everything had to come to a halt because of another economic confrontation. (Perhaps I should modify this to the extent that the degree of tragedy would depend on what was being developed—I must admit that I wish the contortions wrought on the angel and the black widow had been nipped in the bud.)

Another aspect of all this is the performance of the pumps themselves, and I cannot say whether the range offered would compare acceptably with those normally in use; theoretically, there should be no serious problems, and it should be remembered that we only visualise this equipment as a performer in a standby role. Nonetheless, some would-be purchasers would accept nothing less than a duplicate of what they have. I will report again on this subject when further useful information becomes available.

Aquaria come and aquaria go, but ponds tend to go on for much, much longer. By 'pond' I do not mean those ghastly preformed things you buy from garden centres. Certainly, because these are basically inadequate for their task, they do tend to come and go rather quickly, but here I am referring mainly to the properly constructed concrete pool, or to the rather less-satisfactory substitutes made from plastic sheeting of one sort or another.

When one has come to a decision about whether or not to have a garden pool, the thing to do is to study the subject in considerable detail before actually undertaking the project. It is rather like buying a greenhouse. It is quite simple to have a pipe dream midway through the winter that a greenhouse would be a good thing, and in these affluent days it is not exactly difficult to achieve. However, if you do decide to invest in one of these immensely pleasurable things, it is a thing you will always regret and hate if you site it just where it cuts off a particularly appealing view, or if it is only accessible after a sortie through your most prickly shrubs and the part of the garden which gets ankle-deep in mud after a summer shower. So with a pond. Its siting is of supreme importance, and you should create mock-ups made of garden canes placed in all the various possible positions before you finally decide upon the place where the first sod will be turned.

There are two books on ponds which should be read and digested by all newcomers to the subject. The first and best is the BOOK OF THE GARDEN POND by Harvey and Hem, and the other is THE WATER GARDEN by H. L. V. Fletcher. The first is as full of thorough technical competence as the second, but it has an ageless quality about it, as has the pond itself if it is treated as the product of a craft instead of a weekend shopping spree. If you consider for a moment what the pool is for, you may agree that its planning should be almost as much an event as the construction work. True, it is for fish to live in, and to contain plant life both below and above the surface. But in the long run it is most likely being built so that we may gaze into its depths and contemplate.

These ponderings may not be simple wastings
of time, but they may relate to personal defeats or family successes. They may be necessary to cushion the soul against the impending arrival of a dreaded relation, or they may coincide with the peace of mind and body after the annual Christmas dinner. Whatever the occasion, the pond must be companionable and an ever-agreeable part of one’s horticultural existence. If it is not, it will grate upon one’s awareness, consciously or otherwise, and we shall either fill it in or spend much of the rest of our time performing the surgery upon it which might have been rendered unnecessary by a more contemplative conception. Let not your pool, therefore, be the subject of commercial-inspired iridescent: the harder times we have immediately before us will make the days a little longer, and the labour of love may prove to be as satisfying as I would advocate.

The horrifying surroundings of many pools are a constant source of wonder to me, though they may please some. Although we have moved away from brightly coloured gnomes (but at least they were friendly!), we are now surrounded by grey and brown mouldings of animals and arid little people, all supposedly respectable because they are expensive and because they aren’t gnomes. At the very most, the average sized pool can only support one image or fountain or artificial decoration, and in most cases they are not even adequate for this. The formal pool alone can bear such irritation, and quite different treatment is necessary for the natural or informal setting. I will not attempt to suggest what selection of marginals is appropriate for any given situation, but I think it is always worth considering, when embarking on water gardening, whether the obvious approach is in fact the best one. Try to consider whether two small pools will look better than one large one, for example. They needn’t both contain fish—one could simply house plants and news if it proved that the small size precluded it being made deep enough to accommodate fish all the year round.

If you are building an informal pool (remember that this may look ridiculous in a formal garden) it is well worth ignoring the catalogues of the water garden firms and turning instead to our native rushes and associated plants for poolside plantings. The Observer’s Book of Grasses, Sedges and Rushes will give details of the vast range of plants that might be obtainable locally. It should be remembered that if you do decide to use native plants you must respect the country code and not despise local resources, but it is not too difficult to come to terms with all this if collecting is carried out with restraint and discrimination. Of course, some of the natural inhabitants of the marshlands can be terrific spreaders, and they can begin as dwarfs and finish as giants. In other words they have much the same qualities as those plants which grace the pages of catalogues, but whose vices are never mentioned.

A further possibility, for many intending pond-owners, are the collections of decorative grass seed at present very popular with flower arrangers. The contents are certainly worth experimentation, and for a small outlay one may produce some very attractive results in a way which even the most hardened conservationist would readily approve.

---

Readers’ Queries Answered

Flag Cichlids

Would it be safe to keep some small flag cichlids in my 4ft, community tank? I have read that Acrynochromis melas rules the school, the smallest probably is a Corydoras melanistius.

It is quite possible to keep Acyronochromis in a 4ft tank since, apart from spawnin time, they are peaceful—e. t. little timid. They are not going to become very large (2” - 3”) and they will not harm companions of medium size (even adult sword and mollies, for instance). Nor will they damage the plant life in the tank. If they should breed, however (and since you have some small flag cichlids it is very likely that you will have a pair), their behaviour will become quite rapid (particularly if fed well with live foods) and can be fully developed and ready for breeding at about 9 months. If any pair should have sorted themselves out in a few months’ time (the male fish is distinguishable by its long pointed dorsal and the female is the smaller and rounder fish when full of roe) then it would be a good idea to transfer the pair to their own tank for breeding.

Spiny-Rayed Fishes

What does ‘acanthopterygians’ mean? I have recently seen an fish referred to as this but cannot find out what it is.

This is an ichthyological term used to describe one of the groupings into which fish can be divided on anatomical grounds. It means ‘spiny-rayed’ (acantho = Greek: spiny; pterygos = Greek, fins) and their counterparts are the Malacopterygii or soft-rayed fishes.
For the second consecutive year Mr and Mrs D. Philimore have won the FGA World Guppy Championship, judged at the recent FGA International Open Show at Birmingham. Mr Philimore is photographed with some of the trophies the family partnership achieved at this Show; these include Best in Show and Best Male, Best Female, Best Breeders and the Master Breeders trophy. Son Lloyd Philimore won the award for the Junior Classes.

**Club News**

**FBAS Basic Show Class Letters:**
- **A:** furnished aquaria and aquascapes
- **B:** Barbs; **C:** characins; **D:** dace/scarlet dace; **E:** guppies; **F:** egg-laying toothcarps; **G:** filter feeders; **H:** Cyprinodons and Brochis; **J:** rasbora; **K:** danios and W.C.M.M.; **L:** loaches
- **M:** o.a.s. tropical eels; **N:** pairs of fish; **O:** guppy male; **P:** guppy female; **Q:** swordtail; **R:** platy; **S:** mollies; **T:** o.a.s. livebearers; **U:** single-detailed goldfish; **V:** twin-tailed goldfish; **W:** o.a.s. coldwaters; **X:** breeders' classes; **Y:** marine fish; **Z:** plants.

AT the COVENTRY POOL & AS open show, best fish in the show was a catfish, Chrysichthys ornatus, owned by Mr D. Lambourne (Roehampton). Other special awards were: Betty Easingwood trophy (best coldwater) and Spencer Memorial trophy (best fighter), Mr C. Pratt (Bedworth); Rensdale Shield (egglayer breeding), Mr F. Hirst (Coventry); K. B. trophy (best angel), Mr T. Salisbury (Bedworth); E. Hirst trophy (best tropical entry), Mr D. Lambourne. Mr D. White (Bedworth) gained most individual points and Bedworth AS the most society points. Mr S. Walker (Coventry) submitted most individual entries and Midland TA most society entries. 690 entries were benching, and after a hard weekend setting up the show the committee thanked the three aquarists from London who, after the show, came and said how much they had enjoyed it. Few people know how much hard work goes into arranging and setting up a show and to receive special thanks seems to make all the hard work worthwhile. One of the highlights of the show was a display of fancy goldfish staged by the newly formed Association of Midland Goldfish Keepers. Excellent examples of koi carp, veiltails, moor and orandas were among the exhibits. Full details as follows:

- **Darley Aquatics:** 1. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 2. Mrs F. Hirst (Coventry), 3. Mr J. Hirst (Coventry), 4. Mr T. Hirst (Coventry), 5. Mr T. Hirst (Coventry), 6. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 7. Mr J. Butler (Coventry). 8. Mr. W. W. Hirst (Coventry).
- **Rensdale Aquatics (Bedworth):** 1. Mr J. Hirst (Coventry), 2. Mrs F. Hirst (Coventry), 3. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 4. Mr J. Hirst (Coventry), 5. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 6. Mr J. Hirst (Coventry), 7. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 8. Mr J. Hirst (Coventry), 9. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 10. Mr J. Butler (Coventry).
- **Trent Aquatics (Norwich):** 1. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 2. Mrs F. Hirst (Coventry), 3. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 4. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 5. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 6. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 7. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 8. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 9. Mr J. Butler (Coventry), 10. Mr J. Butler (Coventry).

**Photo:** East Kent Gazette

Members of Sittingbourne & DAS with the annual trophies presented to them at the Society's AGM: Mr J. Bean, Fighter Cup & Swordtail Cup; Mr P. Boyd, Barb trophy & Characin trophy; Mr B. Newton, Aquarium trophy; Mr J. Wollby, Home Aquarium trophy. Master A. McDonald won the Guppy Cup, Challenge Cup & Junior Challenge trophy.

**IT is proposed to form a CHARACIN STUDY SOCIETY.** An inaugural meeting will be arranged at which officers and a committee will be elected. All interested aquarists please contact the acting secretary, Mr M. West, 76 Longfield Avenue, Kingston - upon - Thames, Surrey. Phone 01-545 3381.
FEDERATION NEWS

Forthcoming Championship Class Shows

6th July Basingstoke AS
2nd August Torkington & DAS
3rd August Plymouth AS
1st September Newbury & DAS
1st September Blandford Green AS
2nd September Wellingborough AS
8th September Bracknell AS
14th September Hounslow & DAS
22nd September Northampton AS
22nd September Torbay AS
29th September Northampton AS
3rd October East London A & P A
5th or 6th October Hampstead & DAS
6th October Ealing & DAS
10th November Walliswood & DAS

Championship Dates

Dwight cichlid
T dwarf cichlid
Co characin
Ma labius
R platy
W coldwater
U single-tailed goldfish
P goldfish
Ba barb
W dwarf cichlid
S mollies
Ba barb
XO-XO breeders

Results

Southend, Leigh & DAS
Cw Mr. P. Cottle (Independent)
Cy Mrs. M. Netherwell (Riverside)
H Mr. R. Murphy (Ealing)
L Mr. T. A. King (Newmarket)
XO-m Mr. T. B. Adams

"Winners of Federation Championship Trophies in classes for single fish automatically become eligible for the Supreme Championship Trophy Competition to be staged at the AQUARIUM SHOW 1974 at the Royal Horticultural Society's Old Hall, London, S.W.1, 25th-27th October." Six awards are made at this Competition, and each entrant will receive a Championship Certificate!"
AT an inter-club show organised by the NEWCASTLE GUPPY & LIVEBEARER SOCIETY, 194 entries were backed by members of Ashington AS, Mount Pleasant AS, Priory AS, Tyneside AS, Newcastle TSF and Newcastle G & LS. The fiany was judged by Mr A. Cursiter (FRAS), Mr B. R. Whitaker (FRAS), Mr. A. Bebbington (FNAS) and Mr J. J. T.矢. Best fish in the show was shown by Mr Robert (MPSA). Total points gained by each society: Priory AS 48 points; Newcastle G & LS 31; Ashington AS 27; Tyneside AS 25; Newcastle TSF 25; Mount Pleasant AS 19. Remainder of results:

At the club meeting, members were entertained with a cine film recording of the breeding and rearing of Heveliusia multipunctata, made by Mr J. Coombes, a Belial Green member.

Two work nights were spent making all-glass tanks and sealing existing angle-introns. Mr. T. Kudravitch gave an interesting demonstration and talk on furnished aquaria. Fish of the Month club table show was judged by Mr. D. Davie. Results: 1st, Mrs. S. Hedges; 2nd, Mrs. R. Rogers; 3rd, Mr. K. Waller. At the Area Group show held at Harlow, results for Belial Green were: Class G1: Mrs. S. Hedges; 3rd, Mr. A. Hales, class M1; Mrs. S. Hedges. Best Exhibitor in Show was entered by Mrs. S. Hedges.

AT THE inter-club show between hour, ALFRETON & DAS, and DERBY AS, to classes split the 89 fishes that were backed; the best in the show was a small characium owned by Mr. J. Wright (Alfreton).

Final results as follows:

Mollies & awards: 1st & 5th, Mr. A. Hales; 2nd, Mr. M. Dalling; Large bars: 1st & 2nd, Mr. T. H. Alport; Small characium: 1st, Mr. J. Wright (Alfreton); 2nd, Mr. M. Dalling. Large characium: 1st, Mr. A. Davis; 2nd, Mr. M. Dalling. Best in Show: Mr. T. H. Alport; Mr. M. Dalling; Mr. J. Wright (Alfreton); Mr. A. Davis; Mr. C. R. P. May. The award of Best in Show for the Fish of the Month was presented to Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum and the highest number's points award to Mr. C. P. Turner. Mr. C. Turner of Cardiff had the highest aggregate of points, 745 and received the FRAS class award. Details were:

Ad: 1st, Mr. K. Daniels (PT) 2nd, Mr. W. Evans (Rhondda); 3rd, Mr. M. S. Lowell (Penshurst); 4th, Mr. C. Turner (Cardiff) 5th, Mr. A. Bottomley (Rhondda); 6th, Mr. J. M. Edwards (Lisburn); 7th, Mr. N. Bottomley (Rhondda); 8th, Mr. K. Usher (Rhondda); 9th, Mr. M. Williams (Rhondda); 10th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 11th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 12th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 13th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 14th, Mr. K. Usher (Rhondda); 15th, Mr. J. M. Edwards (Lisburn); 16th, Mr. N. Bottomley (Rhondda); 17th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 18th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff); 19th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 20th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda). 21st, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff); 22nd, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 23rd, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 24th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff); 25th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 26th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 27th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 28th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 29th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 30th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 31st, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 32nd, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 33rd, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 34th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 35th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 36th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 37th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 38th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 39th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 40th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 41st, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 42nd, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 43rd, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 44th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 45th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 46th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 47th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 48th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 49th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 50th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 51st, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 52nd, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 53rd, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 54th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 55th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 56th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 57th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 58th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 59th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 60th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 61st, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 62nd, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 63rd, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 64th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 65th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 66th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 67th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 68th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 69th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 70th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 71st, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 72nd, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 73rd, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 74th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 75th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 76th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 77th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 78th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 79th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 80th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 81st, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 82nd, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 83rd, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 84th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 85th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 86th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 87th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 88th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 89th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 90th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 91st, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 92nd, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 93rd, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 94th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 95th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 96th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 97th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea). 98th, Mr. W. T. L. May (Rhondda); 99th, Mr. J. R. F. S. McCrum (Cardiff). 100th, Mr. M. B. Thomas (Swansea).
members of the public to view. Manufacturers are thanked most sincerely for the samples and advertising material that were sent for prizes which were gratefully accepted. The Society's members arranged many of the prize cards: Mr B. Coombes had the highest number, for which he was awarded a trophy; 2, Mr Jeffery and Mr Middleton; 3, Mr Chartfield and Mr Turner; 4, H. Gibbs; 5, Mrs Bebb; 6, Mr Travers and Mr Haskins.

CHAIRMAN OF ELY & DAS Mr S. Porter writes: Following my letter in the April issue of 1974 I am now glad to say that you have full details as promised. Our Exhibition is on Sunday 28th July at Bedford House, St Mary's Street, Ely, open 10.00 a.m. to 6.00 p.m. There are lots of tropical fish, plants, house aquariums, different displays, river fish, traders, etc. As usual, fish with food and free samples, working filters and aerators with details of other attractions and good refreshments. After you have been to the exhibition you can visit places of interest. Mr S. Porters' Cichlids, a comprehensive display at Cambridge. Cichlids 343R: please Stratton 301.

Large Assembly at ORSAM Show

A LARGE assembly of exhibitors and visitors showed a keen interest at the ORSAM AS Open Show in the work of the judges (FNAS), Mr B. Pemigley, Mr G. Holmes, Mr L. Banter and Mr I. Wood. Blass judges, Mr B. Ward, Mr J. Martin and Mr J. S. Hall, were also in attendance. The Best Fish in the Show award was made to the moor eel entered by Mr C. H. Whitney of Accrington. The best tropical fish award went to Mr & Mrs H. Marshall (Blackburn). 25 societies competed and Accrington won the award for receiving most points (42). Morseyse, 33; Ormsby, 27; Aireborough, 22. Details were:

Aanhelderings Cichlid (Ely, 50), Mr D. Gregory (Gillingham, 79); 2, Miss S. Clarke (Haversham, 75); 3, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 4, Mr F. Gregory (Gillingham, 77); 5, Mr & Mrs Segrave (Haversham, 75); 6, Mr S. Clarke (Ely, 57); 7, Mr F. Gregory (Gillingham, 79); 8, Mr & Mrs Segrave (Haversham, 75); 9, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 10, Mr & Mrs Segrave (Haversham, 75); 11, Mr F. Gregory (Gillingham, 79); 12, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 13, Mr F. Gregory (Gillingham, 79); 14, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 15, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 16, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 17, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 18, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 19, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 20, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 21, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 22, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 23, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 24, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70); 25, Mr & Mrs Marshall (Blackburn, 70).
BEST fish in the show at the sixth Open Show held by WARRINGTON AS was a tiger barb entered by R. and C. White of Leigh. Other results were:

Guppies: 1 Mr. W. Ranby (Sandground). 2 Mr. J. Keen (Sandground). 3 Mr. H. Turton (Sandground). 4 Mr. G. Bower (Sandground). 5 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground). 6 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground). 7 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground). 8 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground).

R. and C. White of Leigh, also entered 2nd prize for best character, 1 Mr. G. Wynn (Sandground), 2 Mr. J. Keen (Sandground), 3 Mr. H. Turton (Sandground), 4 Mr. W. Ranby (Sandground), 5 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground), 6 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground), 7 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground), 8 Mr. F. Holdway (Sandground).

These fish were then taken to the MAAS inter-society show at Drayton Manor Park, at which Bedworth were the winning Society with a total of 82 points. Owing to unforeseen circumstances it has been necessary to change the date of the Society’s Open Show, which will now be held on the 25th August and not on the 18th as previously published.

BRISTOL TFC received 432 entries at their 14th Open Show and these were judged by members of the Serenissima Aquarist Association’s panel of judges. Mr. C. Russell (Bath) awarded the trophy for the best exhibit in show and Mr. R. Lawrence (Bristol TFC) was the competitor receiving the highest number of points. Bristol TFC received 98 points and were the Society with most points. Class results were:

Fishbowls: 1st Mr. A. Gibbets. 2nd Mrs. K. Price. 3rd Mr. D. Edge. 4th Mr. J. Turner. 5th Mr. R. Lawrence. 6th Mr. M. Creek. 7th Mr. J. Turner.

Common goldfish: 1st Mr. C. H. Whitton (Bristol). 2nd Mr. R. Gough. 3rd Mr. J. Turner. 4th Mr. J. Turner. 5th Mr. J. Turner. 6th Mr. J. Turner. 7th Mr. J. Turner.

Common goldfish: 1st Mr. C. H. Whitton (Bristol). 2nd Mr. R. Gough. 3rd Mr. J. Turner. 4th Mr. J. Turner. 5th Mr. J. Turner. 6th Mr. J. Turner. 7th Mr. J. Turner.

In Brief...

After winning in its home town, BARRY AS went forward into the Cyprinid National Aquarist Association Grand Final where they placed third, Rhindine AS being the winners by one point over RATAF. Winning pair from Barry were Mr. M. C. Guenter and Mr. H. Evans.

After a trial period ABINGDON AS has decided to return to alternate Thursday evening (19th July, 25th July etc.) as meeting nights since many members found that a Friday evening meeting clashed with weekend plans. A steadily increasing membership means more club activities and plans are under way for an inter-club show, film nights, auction and trips to The Aquarium Show '74 in London. The newly formed library is growing steadily and is proving very useful. Meetings are held in the milliard room at the Albert Hotel, West Saint Helen Street, Abingdon. New members and visitors welcome.

The Championship table show held by PETERBOROUGH AS was won by Mr. R. P. Parham (1st), Mr. J. BUTLER (2nd). Mr. R. R. WALDEN (3rd) and Mrs. D. PAGE (4th). Mr. J. Butler is the Points champion (298) 2nd, Mr. R. R. WALDEN (85) 3rd, Mr. R. R. WALDEN (75).

At a very well-attended meeting of aquarists on 23rd April the club held its annual photograph competition forming to be known as DARLASTON & DAS. Officers elected 1st Mr. T. Hunter (Chairman). 2nd Mr. J. Fox (Vice-Chairman). 3rd Mr. T. Lowe (Secretary). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Secretary). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Secretary). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Secretary). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Treasurer). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Treasurer). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Treasurer). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Membership). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Membership). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Membership). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Subscriptions). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Subscriptions). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Subscriptions). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity). 1st Mr. J. Fox (Publicity). 2nd Mr. T. Hunter (Publicity). 3rd Mr. D. S. Wall (Publicity).
FILTER WITH ‘ALGARDE’

AN interesting slide show on aquariums by Mr. R. Hampson brought off at a busy evening when HORSFORTH AS held their AGM. It was decided to increase subscriptions to: adults £3.25; juniors, 50p and joint members £1.75.

RECENT activities of WREXHAM TFS have included a slide show on the aquarium section of Chester Zoo, a Snakes and Ladders evening (for should it be a kitten loaf and air lily?), a Quiz organised by junior members, Master B. Roberts, Master I. St. Clare and Master W. Davies; talks by Mr. R. Mathers and Mr. E. Jones on ‘Aquaristics’ and ‘Aquarium Books’. Table show results were: Charters: 1, Mr. F. Oliver; 2, Mr. T. Pound; 3, Mr. E. Jones. Aquaristics: 1, Mr. B. Roberts; 2 & 3, Mr. F. Oliver. Fighter: 1, Mr. F. Oliver; 2, Mr. R. Smith; 3, Mr. R. Mathers. Highest placed junior: Master B. Roberts.

BRISTOL AS members had an enjoyable evening discussing the fish that had been taken to the meeting. There were also several reports of early spawns of fancy goldfish. It is with great regret that the death of R. G. Watson is reported. Mr. Watson was a member of the early days of the Society and one of its past presidents. He was responsible for the first outline drawing of the Bristol shrimp. The copies of which were easy to see and with the usual R.G.W. in the corner, for one-shilling.

At the AGM of the SITTINGBOURNE & DAS the following members were present with trophies won during the year: Mr. J. Bean, Fighter Cup and Swordtail Cup; Mr. P. Floyd, Barb trophy and Characin trophy; Master A. McDonald, Guppy Cup, Challenge Cup and Junior Challenge trophy; Mr. B. Newman, Anabantid trophy, Fish of the Year and Points trophy; Mr. J. Welby, Home Aquarium trophy. Mr. J. Perry, retiring chairman, was elected vice-president, as a mark of the regard the Society has for him.

THE Midland Aquatic Show Committee, exhibition organiser of the MIDLAND AQUARIUM & POOL SOCIETY, are planning a great reorganisation and new look for this year’s Open Show at Bingley Hall. It is to be called the MIDLAND AQUATIC FESTIVAL ’74 and the Committee are putting all their heart and resources into making the Show a great success. The main change will be on the tropical side, where, as at the BAF, entries will only be accepted through a society and it is the society who will be presenting their tanks. All societies entering a stand will receive £5 for expenses and there will be cash prizes of £15, £20, £5 and £2 for the winning stands. The system for coldwater entries will not be changed as it is considered that these are usually sadly neglected at most open shows these days and exhibitors have always welcomed the opportunity to display their best coldwater fishes in competition at Bingley Hall. The Show is to be held from the 13th to 17th August and entries for schedules and from specialist societies and traders should be directed to Mr. J. Wint, 130 Franklin Road, Kings Norton, Birmingham 50; phone 021-458 3535.

AN interesting and informative talk on the various types of food available, both commercial and home-made or cultured, was given by Mr. L. Littleton to members of NAELSEA & DAS. Results of the table show were: Swordtails: open and novice: 1, Mr. M. Bywater; 2, Mr. P. Stamp; 3, Mrs. P. Genge. Molly: 1, Mr. R. Crow; 2, Mr. W. Holland; 3, Mr. Kenwood. Novice: 1, Mr. R. Crow; 2, Mr. Kenwood; 3, Mrs. P. Genge.

THE speaker at the May meeting of SOUTH PARK AQUATIC STUDY SOCIETY was the well-known coldwater fish judge and breeder, Mr. Bob Essex, who gave a most interesting lecture illustrated with his own colour slides on various coldwater fishes found in the British Isles, Europe and America. All coldwater enthusiasts within reach of Wimbledon (London) are most welcome at meetings. For details please phone Mrs. Dudley, 01-540 5062.

MEMBERS of the ASSOCIATION OF GOLDFISH BREEDERS and their guests much enjoyed an evening of slides and a talk by Mr. A. Lawman on Japan, which he recently visited. He saw many goldfish breeders and was able to acquire knowledge of their breeding methods and the way they feed their fish. Table show results: Single Malta: 1, Mr. B. Cook; 2 & 3, Mr. L. Clements as Young fish: 1, Mr. G. Fleming; 2, Mr. D. Nutt III; 3, Mr. R. Elson.

MR. T. HALETT of the FGA, Manchester section, reports, ‘We had a very busy schedule so far this year with film shows, lectures and slide shows. At the April meeting a movie film was shown and a lecture given by our very able treasurer and stand-in chairman for the day, Mr. A. Charlton. Meetings are now back to normal, i.e. the first Sunday of the month at the Longnight Hotel, Belle Vue Gardens (rear entrance), Manchester, 2-30 p.m.’

TOTTENHAM & DAS will hold their Open Coldwater Show this year on 4th - 5th August, in conjunction with Harringay. GSGB judges will officiate.

THE BRITISH CICHLID ASSOCIATION NOTTINGHAM AREA, have started meeting on the first Tuesday of each month. Any member or anyone wishing to join is most welcome, but as venue and time are yet to be determined please contact Mr. P. N. Berry, 137 Sherbrooke Road, Daybrook, Nottingham, for details.

THE second leg of the two-way inter-club competition between MID-SUSSEX AS and BRIGHT-ON AS was held on the home territory of Mid-Sussex. Over the two meetings, Brighton won by 13 points and were awarded the trophy by Mr. D. Soper, chairman of Mid-Sussex, who had also provided the quiz for the evening’s entertainment.
Dates for Your Diary

4th July. BASINGSTOKE & DAS Open Show. Carnival Hall, Basingstoke, Hants. Details: Mr. R. Rich, 31 Fisherrow Road, Basingstoke, Hants.

7th July. LYTHAM AS Open Show. Lytham St. Annes, Lancs. Details: Mr. F. Hall, 15 Windye Grove, Lytham St. Annes, Lancs.

10th July. CHESTERFIELD & DAS Open Show. Chesterfield, Derbyshire. Details: Mr. J. W. Twigg, 40 Pitsea Street, Chesterfield. Details: Mr. E. J. Hirst, 51 Tipton Street, Chesterfield.

2nd July. BROMFORD & BEACON TREE AS Dagmarra Town Open Show. Beacon Tree Farm, Allmaston, Warwicks. Details: Mr. M. V. Waterman, 73 Harlow Road, Rugeley, Staffs.

11th July. THE SANDGROUNDS’ AS Open Show. Moor Copse Secondary School, Rainham, Kent. Details: Mr. T. Tinker, 44 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 18 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

23rd July. GODFREY General Meeting. Cowlinge House, Higham, Colchester, Essex. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

26th July. KELT & DAS Tropical Fish Exhibition. The Priory, 11 High Street, Tiverton, Devon. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.


3rd & 4th August. TOTTENHAM & DAS Open Show. Coldharbour Show, Details: Mr. S. Townson, 1 Harlow Court, Waterford Road, London NW1 (1122) phone 01-638 2911.

4th August. TONBRIDGE & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. L. T. Matheson, Hornswood Farm, Ticehurst, East Sussex. Details: Mr. T. Meade, 7 Oak Mount, Ticehurst, East Sussex.


11th August. GRIMSBY & CLEETHORPES DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. W. M. Aitken, 69 Colville Road, Cleethorpes, Lincs. Details: Mr. E. J. Hirst, 51 Tipton Street, Chesterfield.

15th August. ARMLAND & AQUATIC FESTIVAL ’74. Brigedy, High Road, Redhill, Surrey. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

16th August. LONDON ANGELIC CLUB Open Show. Kings Hall Community Association, 125 Liverpool Road, New Addington, London. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

19th August. MIKES & DAS Open Show, Second Subscription Room. Details: Mr. E. J. Hirst, 51 Tipton Street, Chesterfield.

20th August. HUDDESDEN TFS Open Show. Felixstowe, Suffolk. Details: Mr. R. W. Horden, 29a High Street, Sudbury, Suffolk. Details: Mr. E. J. Hirst, 51 Tipton Street, Chesterfield.

22nd August. RDW aqurium SOCIETY Open Show. Nicholas Club, Southchurch, Essex. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

24th August. CASTLEFORD AS Open Show. Castleford, West Yorks. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

26th August. TARMOUTH & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

31st August. FLYING FISH SOUNDS. The Old Hall, Church Street, Bury St. Edmonds, Suffolk. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

31st August. PLYMOUTH AS Open Show. Royal Hotel, Plymouth. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.


1st September. BRAUNTON AS Open Show. Details: Mr. P. Modrich, 28 High Street, Braunton, Devon.

11th September. BETTINIA GREEN AS Open Show. The Spring, Bideford, North Devon.

1st September. PETERLEE & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. W. J. Rowley, 41 Moorland Road, Peterlee, Co. Durham.

1st September. WELLS & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. W. G. Broadbent, 40 Moorland Road, Wells, Somerset.

2nd September. HARLOW AS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

7th September. BRACKNELL, DIOCCO & READING AS Combined Open Show. Rules: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

8th September. CLEVELAND AS Open Show. Details: Mr. B. W. Woodley, 61 Aintree Drive, Worksop, Notts. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

12th September. BIPACembley Parish Hall. Details: Mr. E. Bowles, 12 Stoneleigh Wells, Kenwood, London NW3. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

14th-15th September. LITTLEHAMPTON AS Annual Exhibition, The Mariner, Rustington, Sussex. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

14th September. HUNTON & DAS Open Show. High Street, Southchurch, Essex. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

21st September. EAST LONDON AS Open Show. Royal Hotel, Bethnal Green, London E2. Details: Mr. B. W. Woodley, 61 Aintree Drive, Worksop, Notts. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

25th September. NATIONAL AS Open Show. High Street, Southchurch, Essex. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

30th September. WALTHAMSTOW & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

30th September. BROMFORD & BEACON TREE AS Open Show. Beacon Tree Farm, Allmaston, Warwick. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

1st November. HATTON & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

10th November. VAUXHALL MOTORS RECREATION CLUB AQUARIST SECTION Open Show. Details: Mr. A. E. Philips, 15 Hollybush Road, Luton, Beds. LUT 9GD.


4th November. HURSTBOURNE & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

6th November. WILLOWBROOK AS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

12th November. MIKE’S AQUARISTS’ AS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.


26th November. BRADFORD & DAS Open Show. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.

3rd December. ST LEONARD’S AS Open Show. Church House, Easton Lane, Minehead, Somerset. Details: Mr. J. M. Harvey, 40 Upper Road, Rainham, Kent.


London’s Seventh Annual Exhibition of Fishkeeping

Presented by the Federation of British Aquatic Societies

Friday 25th October to Sunday, 27th October

at the Royal Horticultural Society’s Old Hall

Vincent Square London S.W.1

Sponsored by PETFISH MONTHLY

Enquiries to: Show Organiser, PFM, 554 Garratt Lane London SW17 0NY Phone 01-947 2805
Filters Designed with Your Fish in mind!

The successful AIRSTREAM SLIMLINE
An economical filter with an excellent flow, ideal for the small aquarium.

The Powerful AIRSTREAM CASCADE
The filter for the medium-sized aquarium. Diffuser action gives large flow—plus aeration. Two siphons help to give good circulation. The box is only 2 inches wide—yet has a filtration area of 12 square inches—more than twice the size of a competitor’s power filters!

The Big Filter with the Big output
The Airstream Super Twin
A big filter box giving a filtration area of over 22 square inches. Two siphons and twin outlets give an excellent circulation and thorough-purging. Strong diffuser action ensures efficient filtration. Adjustable hangers fit in frames up to 5 inches wide. The box is large enough to fit into the tank as a biological bed. The air-operated filter for the 1970s.

The Airstream Bottom Filter
Diffuser action ensures it produces big water flow. Sediment is drawn from beneath the tank—and stops in the filter when removed at the tank for cleaning.

Airstream Siphon Set
Small siphon set contains 1 siphon, converter, and container 3 cm I.D.

Large siphon set as above but tubing is 1.4 cm I.D.

The AQUAJOY Enclosed Motor Filter
Has all these advantages: New construction with motor incorporated under main body of filter. Tremendous output. Filter box has two chambers. Can be used for conventional filtration, for treatment of water with special media such as peat or for Aqua-joy Biological filtration. Complete with Aqua-joy special biological filtration pad. Easy to maintain. Spares available. Extra-strong, trouble-free motor system.

SEE THEM AT YOUR DEALERS

“arise your advertisement in PFM”
WINGATE & GOLDING LTD. Tel. SUTTON SCOTNEY 792-3 BARTON STACEY, WINCHESTER, HANTS.
A complete service to the aquatic trade. Wholesale suppliers of Freshwater and Marine fish, Aquariums & Accessories. Regular van deliveries in the South. Comprehensive catalogue and livestock list on request.

Classified ADVERTISEMENTS

AQUATIC SUPPLIERS

M.S. TROPICAL FISH (Maurice Stray—Aquarist), 47 St Georges Street, Chalfont
We have the finest selection of tropical marines in Gloucestershire; also a comprehensive selection of freshwater tropics, plants, and all other aquarists' requirements. Phone 7600. Open till 5 p.m. Monday and Fridays.

AT LEAST 150 VARIETIES tropical, marine and pond fish— for personal shoppers only. Kingfishers, 308 Crendon Road, Beckenham, Kent. Phone 01-690 3176. Closed Wednesdays.

RHYL AQUARIUM & RHYL AQUARIUM, 2 Abbey Street (off Crescent Road), Rhyll 55595. Everything for the pondkeeper and aquarist. Ponds, pumps, pond plants and fish. Over 70 types tropical fish, 20 tropical plants. Large selection of marines and equipment. Corals, shells, etc. Cristal, Gem, Jewell, PWC tanks and all equipment.


TROPICAL FISH 100 TO 150 VARIETIES. Also show fish usually in stock. Pond fish, fancy goldfish (above callars only). Micro worm cultures: small, 55p medium £1.10, breeders £2.50 each. Sticks insects: smalls 8 for £1.10, others 16.5p, 28p, 38p each incl. V.A.T. Post and packing 30p per order (forly, retail only). Send P.O. or cheque to Helm's Aquaria, 29 Wellington Road, Leeds 12, Leeds 31035.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

Rates: 40p per word (minimum charge 40p). Box no. top extra if required. Remittance with order to be sent to Petfish Monthly 554 Gerratt Lane, London, S.W.17.

EQUIPMENT

AQUARIUM FRAMES, STAND AND SHADES: plus ornamental stands. Frames from 11 x 11 x 1 single steel £4.00-£6.00. Aluminium shades £8.00-£12. £14.50-£17.50. Glass, £3.80. Stands, plain £4.50-£6.50, 3.50-£4.00. High £4.00. VAT and carriage paid. Money back guarantee. All sizes quoted, send s.a.e. for full price list. Hickey Engineers Ltd., Derwent Place, Leeds 11. Phone 25068.

RUSTPROOF AQUARIA, ornamental stands, glazing cement. Equipment manufacturers: s.a.e. Westby, Barrow, Ormond.

REPTILES

REPTILES, AMPHIBIANS, Free list. J. & D. Naturalists, 31 Sandy Road, Seaforsth, Liverpool, 21.

PLANTS


BOOKS


MISCELLANEOUS

BADGES. Every society needs bright enamel badges. For best service and quality contact R. E. V. Gomm (P. F.) Ltd., 14-15 Frederick Street, Birmingham B1 3HE.

GROUND DRIED SHRIMPS AND CUTTLIFEISH. Samples and prices at your disposal. Wholesale only. H. E. Daniel Ltd., London, S116 JEZ.

A FEW ONLY of the World's Best Aquarium Power Filters available. Brand new, at nearly 40% saving. Eelain 478 (for aquaria up to 75 gallons) £6.00; Eelain 948 (for aquaria up to 150 gallons) £10.00, carriage paid. Specification includes oil-cooled (totally waterproof) motor and freshwater or saltwater media. Phone 01-866 6985 (Middx.)

Do Your Fish a Favour — buy them an 'ALGARDE' FILTER!
New PHILLIPS SUPERFOOD

Scientifically advanced nutrition for tropical fish.

The very latest scientific research into fish nutrition has revealed the exceptionally high vitamin needs of tropical fish.

Based on this research, Phillips have produced SUPERFOOD—a completely new concept in fish foods. Phillips SUPERFOOD supplies a desirable balance of 48% protein with carbohydrate, fat and essential minerals. But most important of all, Phillips SUPERFOOD is enriched and fortified to meet as closely as possible the specially high vitamin requirements of freshwater and marine tropicals, as now known.

More and more the hobby aquarist looks to Phillips for the finest fish foods. Now with the introduction of SUPERFOOD you have a luxury high-vitamin flaked food—at a realistic price—which you can use with confidence for all your tropical and marine fish.

Trial Size 20p
1½ oz. 36p
2½ oz. 62p
6 oz. £1.52

Phillips Yeast Products Ltd., Park Royal Road, London, NW10 7JX

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
Insist on DATAM
QUALITY FOODS
for all POND FISH—
and get THE BEST!

DATAM
POND FISH FOOD

Make this the staple
food for YOUR
pond fish.
Properly graded
and formulated to
provide a basic diet.
Look for the green
drum with the
orange fish.

DATAM
POOL DIET

Special Bite-size
high-protein pellets,
graded to suit all
pond fish. Feed
them alternately on
POOL DIET and
POND FOOD for
super vitality!

FROM YOUR LOCAL AQUARIIST SHOP
PET SHOP, or WATER GARDEN

Trade Enquiries Only to:
DATAM PRODUCTS,
"PRINCESS WORKS",
STATION ROAD, BEESTON,
NOTTINGHAM
(ask for our complete catalogue
of over 700 items)

The Ark
Aquatic Centre

A 1,000 gallons more salt water is being added
shortly to our existing 1,000 gallon marine
section.
This will, of course, cause our tanks to overflow
and so we shall have to build approximately 50
more aquariums to accommodate all this extra
water and enable us to offer you one of the finest
selections of fish and invertebrates in Europe
today.

The Ark Aquatic Centre
24 High Street, Bramley
Guildford, Surrey
Tel. Bramley 2778 (STD Code 048-647)

SAVE! SAVE! SAVE!

WISA 120 £11.20
DIATOM FILTER £19.40
EHEIM MINI FILTER £13.30
TETRA MIN 32 oz. £8.50
TROPICAL AQUARIUM BULBS 60p doz.

Send S.A.E. for illustrated Catalogue
PENTLAND AQUATICS (P2)
54 PENTLAND PARK, LOANHEAD
MIDLOTHIAN

METAFRAME

AQUASCAPERS
THE TRUE REPLICA AQUATIC PLANT,
• freshwater & marine
• 36 Varieties • in 4 sizes
Available at your local stockist
U.K. DISTRIBUTOR
Ketti & Barnsley Aquarium Co.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
NEW from RENA

301 Pump
- INCREASED POWER
- GREATER EFFICIENCY
- UNMATCHED AFTER-SALES SERVICE
- price £6.26 plus V.A.T.

301R Pump
- NEW DESIGN
- GREATER POWER
- WITH REGULATOR
- price £6.55 plus V.A.T.

RENAFLOT
- NEW CONCEPT IN FILTERS
- INCREDIBLY EFFICIENT
- INEXPENSIVE
- UNOBTURSIVE
- price £1.83 plus V.A.T.

All are available at your usual dealer.

DISTRIBUTED BY

impelec
UNIT 2, FARNBURN INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
FARNBURN AVENUE, SLOUGH, BUCKS.
Tel.: SLOUGH, 34437

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
FRESHWATER FISHES OF THE WORLD
(PUBLISHED AND SOLD IN TWO SOFT COVER VOLUMES)

£7.50* RETAIL.

We are pleased to announce this first T.F.H. Edition of Gunther Sterba's famous book
"Freshwater Fishes of the World." It differs from previous editions in certain respects.
Firstly, it is published (and sold) in two soft cover volumes. Secondly, the page size is
approximately 10 per cent smaller than previous editions. Thirdly, colour photos in previous
editions have been printed in black and white in the T.F.H. edition, but over 90 pages of
new colour photos have been added.

Volume I runs to page 456. Pages 457 to 879 are contained in Volume 2.

* Suggested retail price.

U.K. DISTRIBUTORS: T. F. H. (GREAT BRITAIN) LTD., 13 NUTLEY LANE
REIGATE, SURREY

GILLWAY AQUATICS
14 THE PRECINCT, TAMWORTH, STAFFS. B79 7AE
Tel. TAM 65617

RETAILERS AND
AQUATIC WHOLESALERS

New marine department now flourishing. All marine tanks in lovely cave-like settings
Spotless tropical tanks — Plants Galore — All P.T.I. products in stock — Agents for
fabulous SERA foods — We are bang
up-to-date in all quality equipment.

CASH AND CARRY DEPARTMENT
FOR RETAILERS IS OPEN


Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
**HOBBY-FISH POSTAL SERVICE**

**CULTIVATED AQUARIUM PLANTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Giant Sagittaria</th>
<th>Hyphophila Corna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Malayese Sword</td>
<td>Giant Red Hyphophila</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nymphaea Stellata Lily</td>
<td>Floatig Water Lute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samolus Wendtiana</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azolla Capsules</td>
<td>Vitoria Trinervis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pogonisma Chiewi</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alisma Sagittaria</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spadix Leaf Plant</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spadix Leaf Plant</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dwarf Arrowhead</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant Horsetail</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant Hyphophila</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willow Hyphophila</td>
<td>Hyphophila Lancifolia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20p each</td>
<td>20p each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Egeria Crassa</th>
<th>Elodea Crassa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vallisneria</td>
<td>Vallisneria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10p each</td>
<td>10p each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOBBY-FISH BARGAIN PLANT COLLECTIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AA</th>
<th>CC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LOOK! FREE**

Soft Lead Wire for weighing - Plants with all plant orders of over 10p in value.

**THE HOUSE OF FISHES**

Tel: HEMEL HEMPSTEAD 4723

Come and see us

We have a lovely oak beamed 16th century fish house. Fish galore! Tropical, Freshwater, Marine and Coldwater, all healthy and well quarantined before they are offered for sale. Not to mention specialist advice and friendly service. You will find it's worth a trip to:-

77 HIGH STREET, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

Open 9 a.m.—7 p.m. Closed Wednesday and Sunday

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
THE "WISA 300"

is the most powerful and noiseless vibrator pump in the world. Size 8" x 3½" x 4" high and weighs nearly six pounds. It is difficult to give figures for the number of air stones that a Wisa pump will operate, because some people use stones nearly a foot long and others only the size of a small marble; and some people need only a trickle of air and some a roaring torrent; however, we estimate that at a depth of twelve inches the output of Wisa pumps is as follows:

- WISA 300 (50-75 air stones) Price £29.30 + 10% VAT
- WISA 200 (35 – ) = £18.40 + 10% VAT
- WISA 120 (20 – ) = £13.25 + 10% VAT

A stamped addressed envelope will bring you a free descriptive leaflet and further information. Sole agents for the United Kingdom.

Trade and Wholesale enquiries invited.

HILLSIDE AQUATICS

29 DIXONS HILL ROAD, WELHAM GREEN, nr. HATFIELD, HERTS, AL9 7EF.
Telephone: Hatfield 62522

CRAWLEY AQUARIUM

RETAIL

22 LARGE MARINE TANKS
Hundreds of fish and inverts

175 TROPICAL TANKS
Thousands of fish and plants

20 COLDWATER TANKS
Thousands to choose from

WHOLESALE

Marine, Tropical, Coldwater Fish and Plants

Free Delivery 15% Discount for cash and carry

7 HIGH ST., CRAWLEY, SUSSEX
Tel. Crawley 31879 Mon-Sat. 9-6
STD 0293 Wed. Half day

A PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING MANUAL

KOI

Keeping the Fancy Japanese Pond Carp

By COLIN D. ROE & ANTHONY EVANS

This PRACTICAL FISHKEEPING MANUAL from PetFish Publications was the first comprehensive book in English on the fancy Nishiki-koi from Japan. Colour photographs show a wide range of the available koi varieties, information on the origin of these, as well as practical advice on keeping and breeding koi.

IN FULL COLOUR

U.S.A. & Canada $2.00 post free

66 pages .8 in. by 6½ in.

Published by PETFISH PUBLICATIONS

554 GARRATT LANE LONDON SW17 0NY

63p

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Bourne End Aquarium
24 Furlong Road, Bourne End, Bucks.
Tel: Bourne End 25100

- Tropical and Coldwater fish in clean, well-maintained tanks—all with Grolex lighting.
- Largest selection of aquatic equipment, food and remedies in the area.
- Eheim, Nuova, Distant power filters.
- Wide range of aquarium plants.
- Daphnia and Tubifex usually available.

OUR NEW EXTENDED BUSINESS HOURS ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Weekdays and Saturdays 9-1 and 2.15-5.30
Sundays 10.30-1 and 2.30-5
Late night Thursdays 7-9
Barclaycard welcome

"The 4th SUCCESSFUL year in Wholesaling and Exporting"
SUPPLIES 32 MACKERROW ROAD SINGAPORE 13
Tel: B4884
120 Varieties of Acclimatized Marinas and 50 Varieties of Fascinating Invertebrates, Live Corals and Marine Algae, Large and Healthy Aquatic Plants.
Cable: "SEQUARIUM", Singapore
Philo-winning Blue Guppies, Black Guppies, Tweed's Guppy, King Cobra Guppies, Guppies, Guppies from our farm, Swordtails, Plaques, Rosales, Gouramis, Goldfish, etc., etc.
(All enquiries and orders big or small are welcome)

MIDLAND AQUATIC FESTIVAL 1974
15th-17th AUGUST
BINGLEY HALL, BROAD STREET, BIRMINGHAM

All enquiries to: J. WITTS, Show Secretary
120 FRANKLIN ROAD
KINGS NORTON, BIRMINGHAM 30 (Phone 021 458 5655)

'Algarde' Filters - Naturally!

"I saw your advertisement in PFM"
LEADING EXPORTER OF TROPICAL FISH

Any import problems over your fishes? A complete Price List of the Aquarium trade is available. We offer the best Quality in Fishes and Aquatic Plants. All enquires welcome.

* Guarantee Live Delivery to reach your International Airport *

---

We can't come to you!! You can come to us

IF YOU WANT
A MASSIVE SELECTION
OF
HEALTHY MARINE AND
FRESHWATER FISH AND
EQUIPMENT

Animal Magic
174 Edward Street
Brighton
Tel: Brighton 683920
Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Late Night Friday 8 p.m.

---

MARINE AND TROPICAL FISH

WE HAVE A LARGE SELECTION OF MARINE AND TROPICAL FISH AND A FULL SELECTION OF EQUIPMENT, KRYSAL ALL-Glass AQUARIUMS, BOOKS AND FROZEN FOODS.

BARCLAYCARD AND ACCESS CARD WELCOME

Weekdays: 12.00 noon-7.00 p.m.
Saturday: 9.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Sunday: 10.00 a.m.-4.00 p.m.
Closed Tuesday

371 DUNSTABLE ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Phone Luton 57745

---

OVER
200
VARIETIES OF TROPICAL, COLDWATER AND MARINE FISH AT WOKINGHAM AQUARIUM LTD.
Bean Oak Road, Wokingham, Berks.
also
PLANTS, PONDS AND ALL ACCESSORIES
Mail Order on Fish and Plants
Telephone: Brookside 8885
Open Tues., Thurs. and Fri. 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Sat., Sun. 10 a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

---

PFM's U.K. Currency Guide

Approximate dollar equivalents to the prices given in advertisements, for the guidance of overseas readers

$1 (one pound) ............... 52.50
(≈ 100p) .................. 52.50
1p (one new penny) ........ 2.5 U.S. cents
(≈ 60-01) .................. 10-025

Examples:
25p (≈ 0.25) ............... 10-62
50p (≈ 0.50) ............... $1-25
£1-90 ....................... $4-50

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Make sure your fish get their vitamins—even when they won’t eat.

Scientific investigation into the nutritional requirements of fish has emphasised their need for vitamins. For example, weight for weight, they need 4 times as much Vitamin B₁₂ as we do, 5 times as much nicotinic acid and 16 times as much Vitamin B₃.

Yet fish may be fussy about their food and refuse even the most appetising diet. When this happens try Phillips AQUAVITE.

Phillips AQUAVITE was developed to provide the essential food vitamins—even when fish are not actively feeding. Simply drop an AQUAVITE tablet into the tank, it’s water soluble and as it dissolves the vitamins are released into the water and absorbed by the fish. By freshwater fish over the gills; by marine fish in the water they constantly swallow.

Phillips AQUAVITE promotes good health, fertility and colour brilliance. And it’s specially recommended when introducing new fish into marine aquaria. The vitamins in AQUAVITE not only help to keep the fish healthy, but also stimulate the appetite and so encourage the fish to take normal food.

Phillips AQUAVITE will not cloud the water.

From your local aquatic dealer. 30 Tablets 33p.

PHILLIPS YEAST PRODUCTS LTD., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, NW10 7JX.

The 23rd British Aquarists Festival

VENUE: BELLE VUE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS, MANCHESTER
Schedule accommodates all Fish.
Society Tableaux ‘as usual’.
Specialist Societies invited to exhibit by contacting organiser.
Extra F.N.A.S. Trophies for all Single Fish classes.

Presented by
THE FEDERATION OF NORTHERN AQUARIUM SOCIETIES

“I saw your advertisement in PFM”
Why is the MARINE AQUARIST the best? . . . Because every bi-monthly issue contains 64 pages of the most authoritative, reliable and entertaining articles by skilled amateur and professional aquarists from around the world . . . because every issue contains over a dozen full colour photographs of marine fishes and invertebrates . . . because every issue contains more on marines than all the available aquarium magazines combined! All this for only £3.00 per annum (6 issues).

No other magazine, marine or fresh water, is read by as many salt water enthusiasts . . . almost 10,000 the world over.

TROPICAL MARINE CENTRE LTD
25 Hay Lane
Kingsbury, London N.W.9

Due to increased circulation we are now able to reduce the price of the ‘Marine Aquarist’ from 47p to 42p. This means that subscriptions are down from £3.00 to £2.52, overseas from £3.50 to £2.70.

Trade enquiries invited—write for sample copy and price information.

Please mention PFM when writing to advertisers
Introducing the
WINDMILL BOOSTER AIR LIFT

The lives of Tropical, Marine and Coldwater fishes are at the mercy of the limited environment, and their lives depend on the rate of the vital conversions of water within the limited capacity of the aquarium.

The WINDMILL DOUBLE POWER LIFT, with its twin stones, gives a heading of water from 4" to 6" above water level with an average air pump.

We have tested the WINDMILL POWER LIFT with the lowest priced vibrator pump—although the lift does not reach maximum lifting capacity, it still gives above average lift.

Monrose Minor will give a lift of 1½ to 2" above water level; the Monrose Major will give 3" to 4" above water level with the twin diffuser stone Power Lift.

The Power Lift can be used in conjunction with the WINDMILL BIOLOGICAL FILTER to increase the rate of water turnover.

This is especially important for Marine Aquariums where the action of the WINDMILL BIOLOGICAL FILTER is far superior to any other type of filtration. It gives the maximum filtration over the whole area of the aquarium base without retaining any debris below the filter bed where collectively this cannot be attacked by the aerobic organisms.

All filtration systems having a gap under the filter bed defeat the main object of Biological Filtration.

The Biological Filter is not just a gimmick—it is a piece of scientific equipment that allows water-purifying bacteria to work at maximum capacity in your aquarium.

SINGLE POWER LIFT £1.05
DOUBLE BOOSTER AIR LIFT £1.38

The biological filters are made for all sizes of aquarium

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of aquarium</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16&quot; long</td>
<td>86p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18&quot;</td>
<td>86p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24&quot;</td>
<td>£1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30&quot;</td>
<td>£1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36&quot;</td>
<td>£1.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48&quot;</td>
<td>£2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices include VAT
Any size filter made to order. Enquiries welcomed

A. WINDMILL PRODUCT

Manufacturers:

WINDMILL PRODUCTS

Factory: 29-33 COLLEGE ROAD, WOOLSTON, SOUTHAMPTON
Telephone: 0703-47330

Enquiries—Head Office: 244 VAUXHALL BRIDGE ROAD, VICTORIA, LONDON, S.W.1
Telephone: 01-834 4242.
# 1974 Pond Season

**Our Extensive Gardens Are Now Open**

We have an exceptional selection of Nishiki Koi Japanese Coloured Carp in a fantastic variety of colours. Prices from £1.50

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Lilies</th>
<th>Plants for Margin or Bog Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Available</td>
<td>Caltha plena (Double Marigold)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All plants completely hardy</td>
<td>Echinodorus ranunculoides (Rosy white flowers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grown in our cold winter conditions</td>
<td>Mimulus luteus (Yellow musk)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Water Iris</th>
<th>Small Pellets</th>
<th>Plants for Margin or Bog Garden</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assorted Colours 33p each</td>
<td>Small Pellets</td>
<td>Caltha plena (Double Marigold) 33p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special offer 6 for £1.25</td>
<td>or Large Pellets</td>
<td>Echinodorus ranunculoides 33p (Rosy white flowers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>weight not less than 1 lb. post paid</td>
<td>Special offer 3 for £1.50</td>
<td>Mimulus luteus (Yellow musk) 33p</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Colin Roe's Small Pellets or Large Pellets**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price 77p per bag</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(weight not less than 1 lb.) post paid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Our Wholesale Subsidiary**

Is now able to supply to the trade an excellent selection of quarantined Japanese fancy fishes and invites enquiries from traders.

We have a good selection of comet-tailed goldfish, comet-tailed shubunkins and Japanese fancy goldfish, fantails, etc.

**Please Note**—All enquiries requiring a reply must be accompanied by S.A.E. Our premises are situated on the main Stratford-Birmingham road, 6 miles from Birmingham, Midland "Red" Bus No. 150 from Banstead, Solihull, past the gate, right at "The Crown", Monkspath.

**Hours of Business**—November-March 10 a.m.-5 p.m. April-October 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

**Closed All Day Sunday and Monday**

**Terms of Business**—Cash with order please. Fish sent by rail. Tropical minimum order £7.50, insulated container and carriage £1.30. Gold-fish minimum order £3 plus £1.20 each and carriage. Please by post (minimum order £2.00) please add £0.25 each and packing.

Printed by Lonsdale Universal Printing Ltd.